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Let G be a compact connected non-Abelian Lie group and let (P,w,  G,  J) be a Hamiltonian 
G-space. Call this space a G-space wzth regular m o m e n t a  if J(P) C p&, where pFeg c pi denotes 
the regular points of the co-adjoint action of G. Here problems involving a G-space with regular 
momenta are reduced to problems in an associated lower dimensional Hamiltonian T-space, where 
7' C G is a maximal torus. For example two such G-spaces are shown to be equivalent if and only if 
they have equivalent associated T-spaces. We also give a new construction of a normal form that has 
appeared in Dazord and Delzant (1987). for integrable G-spaces with regular momenta. We show 
that this construction, which is a kind of non-Abelian generalization of action-angle coordinates, 
can be reduced to constructing conventional action-angle coordinates in the associated T-space. 
In particular the normal form applies globally if the action-angle coordinates can be constructed 
globally. We illustrate our results in concrete examples from mechanics, including the rigid body. 
We also indicate applications to  Hamiltonian perturbation theory. 
1 Introduction 
Before summarizing results in detail, we relate a couple of examples from mechanics. In this 
way we hope to make the main ideas of the paper transparent and to motivate the more general 
constructions that follow. We begin with a fairly informal discussion of the spherical pendulum in 
the absence of gravity (i.e. geodesic motions on the sphere). 
T h e  spherical pendulum and  t h e  rigid body 
The siniplest motions of a spherical pendulum are obtained when we exclude external forces includ- 
ing gravity, as the equations of motion then possess a 3D rotational symmetry. Identify configura- 
tions of the spherical pendulum with points on the unit sphere S2 C R3. If we restrict ourselves to  
initial conditions with non-zero angular momentum b E R3, then the pendi~lum moves on a great 
circle of S2, with constant speed. This circle is the intersection of S2 with the plane C, passing 
through the origin and with unit normal p blllbll. In fact the motion is equivalent to  that of a 
planar pendulum lying in C,, having the same mass and length, and free of external forces. Thus 
we imagine the spherical pendulum to be a family of mutually equivalent planar pendula. If we 
agree to distinguish the planar pendulum corresponding to C, from the one corresponding to C-,, 
then tlirse pendula can be corrsistently 'oriented' such that any motion of the spherical pendulum 
corresponds to  a counterclockwise (say) planar pendulum motion. This family of planar pendula 
is parameterized by p E S2, i.e. over the unit momentum sphere. An important observation a t  
this point is that the 3D rotational symmetry of the spherical pendulum drops to a 2D rotational 
symmetry in each planar pendulum, the latter corresponding to an Abelzan symmetry group. 
It is possible to  give an interpretation of these observations in terms of the geometry of a 
spherical pendulum's phase space P .  Remembering that we are disregarding points corresponding 
to b = 0, we may take P to be T*S2 with its zero-section removed. The 3D rotational symmetry 
of the problem corresponds to  a Hamiltonian action of SO(3) on P, with respect to  which the 
Hamiltonian is invariant. The family of planar pendula corresponds to  a fibration n : P -+ S2 
whose fibres are symplectic submanifolds invariant with respect to  the Hamiltonian flow, and which 
are symplectomorphic to  the phase space of a planar pendulum3. Each fibre is also invariant with 
respect to  the action of some subgroup of SO(3) isomorphic to  SO(2). The Hamiltonian restricted 
to  a fibre corresponds to  the usual one for a planar pendulum of the same mass and length, and 
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3With points corresponding to  non-positive angular momenta (clockwise rotations and trivial motions) removed. 
free of external forces. 
The appropriate class of systems for which observations like the above can be generalized is the 
G-systems with regular momenta (defined below). Another example of such a system is the Euler- 
Poinsot rigid body (a rigicl body fixed at one point and free of external torques, including torques 
due to  gravity) as an SO(3)-system. After removing points corresponding to zero angular rnomen- 
tum, we shall see that the rigid body becomes an S"farni1y of nirrtually equivalent subsystems, 
each equivalent to  the spherical pendulum system4. The usual spherical pendulum Hamiltonian 
is replaced by a more peculiar one depending on the moments of inertia of the body. As in the 
previous example, there exists im SO(2) action on the subsysterrl phase space, with respect to 
which the subsystem Hamiltonian is invariant. This symmetry is fixed, in the sense that the action 
is independent of the particular mornents of inertia. When all moments of inertia are equal, one 
recovers the familiar Harriiltonian for a spherical pendulum free of external torques. 
In studying G-systems with regular momenta one is led to  first consider the G-spaces with 
regular momenta, which we introduce below. The main purpose of this paper is to study these 
spaces in detail. Before describing our results let us make a less obvious observation regarding our 
first example, the spherical pendulum. 
One can show that the orbit space P /S0 (3 ) ,  obtained from the phase space P of the spherical 
pendulum defined above, is isomorphic to (0, m ) ,  and that the projection P + P/SO(3) Z (0, cm) 
is a principal SO(3)-bundle admitting global. sections. Each section induces a diffeomorphism 
4 : SO(3) x (0, m) + P .  If we choose the section appropriately (t,o be precise, the section should 
be isotropic), then the symplectic structure pulled back by 4 to SO(3) x (0, m )  is in a certain sense 
a very natural one. Now in the planar pendulum subsysterns referred to above, one can construct 
action-angle coordinates. To be precise, each fibre of 7r is symplectomorphic to  S1 x (0; a), equipped 
with the standard symplectic structure d 0 ~ d I .  In a sense, SO(3) x (0, m) with its natural symplectic 
structure is a non-Abelian generalization of S1 x (0, cm) E SO(2) x (0, oo), and the construction 
of 4 car1 be viewed as a generalization of the construction of action-angle coordinates. We shall 
see how these observations also generalize to  an appropriat,e class of spaces, namely the integrable 
G-spaces with regular momenta. 
We revisit the spherical pendulum and rigid body in more detail towards the end of this paper 
(Sect. 9). 
G-spaces with regular momenta 
Let G be a compact and connected Lie group and let ( P I ,  w, G ,  J) be a Hamiltonian G-space5. 
Let g& C g* denote the (open dense) set of regular points of the co-adjoint action of G (not 
to  be confused with the regular values of the momentum map). Then as P = JP1(g;l,& is an 
open G-invariant subset of PI, (P,w,  G,  J) is a Hamiltonian G-space for which J(P) C g&. We 
refer to  any Hamiltonian G-space (P,w,  G,  J) for which J(P) C g;eg as a G-space with regular 
momenta. The classical phase space of the spherical pendulum, as discussed above (with points 
corresponding to zero angular momentum removed), is an example of such a space. A G-system 
with regular momenta is just a G-space with regular momenta, together with a G-invariant function 
(Hamiltonian) H : P t 2. Note that whenever G is Abelian, (P, w, G,  J) is automatically a G-space 
with regular momenta. 
Of course the construction just described of a G-space with regular momenta (P, w, G,  J) from 
an arbitrary Hamiltonian G-space ( P I ,  w, G,  J )  is only useful if P J-l(g;ep) is not empty! Indeed 
it can be shown that all points in a G-space with regular momenta necessarily have isotropy group 
of dimension not exceeding the rank of G; this immediately rules out many interesting examples6. 
Nevertheless there are non-trivial examples of G-spaces with regular momenta and the remarkably 
simplified geometry of these spaces makes them attractive candidates for study. It also seems that 
4Strictly speaking (see Sect. 9) we must first replace the symplectic form on T * S 2  with the negative of the 
standard one, and remove the zero-section. 
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This example is the so-called 1 : 1 : I resonance, which occurs in the theory of Hamiltonian normal forms for elliptical 
equilibria. 
some insight into the more general case might be gleaned from such a study. 
The main sirilplifying principle that applies to  C-spaces with regular i~romenta is the following: 
With every Hamiltonian G-space with regular momenta one can associate a Hamil- 
tonian T-space, where T is a maximal torus of G.  T l~ i s  pace is uniquely defined up 
to an appropriate equivalence and is lower dimensional when G is non-Abelian. &!any 
problerns involving Hamiltonian G-spaces with regular momenta can be reduced to a 
corresponding problem in its associated T-space. 
The construction that achieves the simplification is a natural fibering 7T : P -+ O of P over an 
(arbitrary) regular co-adjoint orbit 0, whose fibers are symplectic submanifolds (Theorem (4.12)). 
Each fibre is invariant with respect to  the action of a maximal torus of G ,  making it a Hamiltonian 
T-space. Furthermore, as Hamiltonian T-spaces, the fibres turn out to be mutually equivalent. 
The fibres are also invariant with respect to  the flow of any G-invariant Hamiltonian. Note that 
although different fibres are invariant with respect to  the action of different tori, it is possible 
to  'glue' these actions together to  form a fibre preservzng action on P by a single maximal torus 
T .  l i p  to  conjugacy this action is independent of the particular choice of T. JVe shall show that 
this canonical T-action on P is in fact Hamiltonian, making P itself a Hamiltonian T-space in a 
canonical way. Furthermore we shall discover that the associated momentum map j : P -+ t* is 
related to  the map .ir : P -+ 0 irr a basic way. To avoid confusion in the remainder of this discussion, 
let it be understood that by the T-space assoczated wzth P we are referring to  a representative fibre 
of 7i and not to  P itself. 
It is worth emphasizing that the discussion so far has made no mention of 'integrability' of any 
kind. Nor have we made any explicit assumptions about freeness of the G-action (or about regular 
values of the momentum map). All that has been required is that J(P) C g:eg. 
An illustration of the principle stated above is that a G-space with regular momenta is in fact 
completely determined by its associated T-space. More precisely we prove (Theorem (6.1)): 
Two Hamiltonian G-spaces with regular rnornenta are equivalent (j their associated 
T-spaces are equivalent. 
As a corollary one obtains a generalization of Delzant's theorem (Delzant, 1988) on the classification 
of so-called completely zntegrable Hamiltonian T-spaces to  the non-Abelian case of G-spaces with 
regular mornenta (Corollary (6.4)) 7 .  
If we assume that G acts freely, then Marsden-Weinstein symplectic reduction applies to  the 
G-space ( P ,  w ,  G,  J).  As a second application of the simplifying principle we prove (Lemma (7.3)): 
Symplectic reduction in a G-space with regular momen ta gives the same reduced spaces 
as reduction in its associated Hamiltonian T-space. 
One can therefore view the construction of the associated Hamiltonian T-space as an intermediate 
step in symplectic reduction in which 'non-Abelian reduction' becomes 'Abelian reduction'. 
In the case that G acts freely, a natural definition of integrability is that the reduced spaces 
are zero-dimensional. It follows immediately that integrability of a G-space with regular momenta 
is equivalent to  integrability of its associated Hamiltonian T-space. As a final illustration of the 
simplifying principle stated above, we construct a non-Abelian 'normal form' for integrable G- 
spaces with regular momenta (Theorem (8.12)). Indeed we show that these spaces are (at least 
locally) equivalent to an open subset G x U of G x t;, where tg c t* is isomorphic to  an (open) 
Weyl chamber in g*. The appropriate symplectic structure on G x t; arises by realizing G x t; 
as the Hamiltonian T-space associated with T'G, after turning T*G into a G-space with regular 
momenta by removing the 'irregular points'. This normal form, which is a kind of non-Abelian 
generalization of action-angle coordinates, has already been obtained in a more general context by 
Gotay (1982), Marle (1983), Nicolai (1983), Guillemin and Sternberg (1984b, $41) and others. It 
appears that the Weyl chamber part of the normal form was first properly recognized by Dazord 
and Delzant (1987). The novelty here is that putting a G-space with regular momenta into normal 
'Chris Woodward has recently pointed out to  the author a deeper generalization of Delzant's theorem (Woodward, 
1996) 
form is reduced t,o constructing conventional action-angle coordinates in the associated Hamiltoniart 
T-space. Furthermore the non-Abelian normal form applies globally if in the associa.ted T-space 
the actiort-angle coordinates can be constructed globally. Indeed t,his is the case (after removing a 
set with open and dense complement) in several exannples from mechanics, including the spherical 
pendulum without gravity (as an SO(3)-space), the axisymmetric rigid body (as an SO(3) x S1- 
space), the 1 : 1 resonance (i.e. R4 E C2, as an SU(2)-space), the 2D Kepler problem (as an 
SO(3)-space, using t,he 'super-symmetry' of the Kepler problem), and the 3D Kepler problem (as 
an SO(3) x S1-space, using the usual rotational symmetry of the Kepler problem combined with 
the S1 action generated by the Hamiltonian itself). Only the first two examples will be cliscussed 
in detail here. We hope all our results will enhance the utility of the normal form, which seems to 
remain underexploited in applications. 
Applications to perturbation theory 
This work has been motivated by problems in Flamiltonian dynamics. In particular we have been 
interested in understanding the following 'symmetry-breaking' problem. Let (P. w ,  G,  J) be a Hamil- 
tonian G-space with regular momenta, and consider a Hamiltonian of the form 
where H is G-invariant, F is fixed but arbitrary, and r is a (small) parameter. If the symrnetry 
group G is sufficiently large then the unperturbed dynamics (t = 0) will be integrable (in an 
appropriate sense). and there is some chance of extracting informatiori about the dynamics of the 
perturbed system (t f 0). for all sufficiently small t .  When G is a torus, action-angle coordinates 
can be constructed and classical perturbation theory applies. Although conventional 'canonical 
coordinates' (i.e. action-angle coordinates or their generalizations B la Nekhoroshev (1972)) can 
be constructed locally if G is non-Abelian, these car1 prove inadequate for perturbation theory. 
The problem in the rron-Abelian case is that there exist motions of speed O( t )  that cannot (even 
locally) be 'pushed to higher order' by O( t )  coordinate transformations. These global resonant 
motzons take trajectories out of locally defined canonical coordinate charts in O( l /c )  times, which 
is very short compared with tirne scales one seeks to establish for other components of the motion. 
Fassb (1995b) has recentIy given a very good account of this problem. In the non-Xbelian case, it 
makes more sense to use coordinates intrinsic to  the non-Abelian geometry of the problem. The 
nort-Abelian normal form G x iJ described above is precisely such a system of coordinates. It 
provides the geometric framework for a 'non-canonical' perturbation theory we shall describe in 
more detail elsewhere (Blaom, 1997). A key advantage of the non-Abelian normal form is that the 
global resonant motions appear only in the G variables (G being closed and boundaryless), so that 
even a locally defined coordinate chart proves satisfactory. 
We rerriark that Fassb (1995b) has an altogether different solution to  this problem using an atlas 
of coordinate charts based on Nekhoroshev's generalization of action-angle coordinates. Fassb's 
starting point is a symplectically complete fiberirlg8 of P by tori (in our case the orbits of the 
canonical T-action). This makes his rnethods more generally applicable but has the disadvantage 
of ignoring any non-Abelian symmetry, which may appear very naturally in practice. 
Paper outline 
The paper is organized as follows: 
2. Preliminaries 
3. On the geometry of the co-adjoint action 
4. The fibering by invariant IIamiltonian T-spaces 
5 .  The canonical T-action 
6. On the classification of G-spaces with regular momenta 
7. Symplectic reduction and integrability 
8. The non-Abelian generalization of action-angle coordinates 
8See Dazord and Delzant (1987) for a definition. 
9. Examples 
Tlle heart of our results is the existence of a natural equivariant diffeoniorphism r : g, t W x O ,  
where W is a Weyl chamber and O is a regular co-adjoint orbit. We recall the relevant group- 
theoretical constructions in Sect. 3. Notation and basic definitions are laid out in Sect. 2. Sections 
4-8 deal with the theory of G-spaces with regular momenta outlined above. In Sect. 9 we illustrate 
this theory with examples from mechanics including the Euler-Poinsot rigid body. 
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2 Preliminaries 
For an introduction to  the modern geometric point of view of symmetry in E-Iamiltonian systems 
refer to  Abraham and Marsden (1978, Chapter 4) or Marsden and Ratiu (1994). For a rapid 
introduction arid recent survey see Marsden (1992). Unless otherwise indicated notation follows 
Abraham and Marsden (1978). 
In Hamiltonian mechanics the 'phase space' is a symplectic manifold (P, w) and the Hamiltonian 
H is a smooth function on P determining a vector field X H  on P according to X H  J w = d l$ .  By 
'smooth' we mean CDO or real-analytic. \Ve assume that P is finite-dimensional. 
A symmetry is a smooth left action on P by some Lie group G ,  with respect to  which the 
Hamiltonian is invariant. Thus, if the action is denoted (x ,g)  e a g ( x )  : P x G -+ P, then 
H o Qg = H for all g E G.  It is natural (and justified by examples) to assume that the action 
respects the symplectic structure, i.e. @gw = w for all g E G.  For each [ E 8, the znfinztesszmal 
generator tp is a vector field on P defined by 
Differentiating the requirement @ i w  = w at the identity of G,  along J E g, shows that d(<pJw) = 0, 
implying (by the Poincarg lemma) that the infinitessimal generators are local Hamiltonian vector 
fields. We assume that the infinitessimal generators are global Hamiltonian vector fields, and that 
the corresponding Hamiltonian functions Jc : P t IW (giving Jp = XJ,) are delivered by a smooth 
map J : P -+ g* according to Jc(x)  EE ( J (x) ,<) .  The map J : P t g* is known as a momentum map. 
Note that g denotes the Lie algebra of G and (., .) denotes natural pairing between covectors and 
vectors respectively. When a momentum map exists for an action, that action is called Hamzltonzan. 
Noether's theorem (see e.g. Marsden (1992)) states that J ( x t )  is constant on trajectories t e 
xt E P of X H .  Thus, for all p E g*, the p-level set J- ' (p)  is invariant with respect to  the 
Hamiltonian flow for If. 
In addition to  P, there is a natural action of G on g and g*. These are the adjoint and co- 
adjoint actions respectively. In all cases the image of a pair (g, y) under the group action will often 
be abbreviated g . y. Thus g . x (Dg(z), z E P; g . < = Adg<,< E g and g . p EE Ad:-Ip, p E g*. 
These all being left actions, we have (glg2) . y = gl . (g2 . y). We write G . y - {g . y / g E G}, 
GY EE {g / g . y  = y}, g(S) EE {g . s  I s E S} and G(S) EE UYEsG.y;  G . y  is the G-orbztthrough y and 
Gy is the zsotropy group at y in G.  All group quotients G I N  are with respect to  left equivalence: 
gl g2 if gl = 92 . h for some h E If; the equivalence class (left coset) containing g is denoted g H .  
If a group G acts on manifold X then a point x E X is called regular if dim G, = min,,Ex dim G,, . 
If x is regular so are all points of G . x; G . x is then called a regular orbzt. 
Throughout we assume that the momentum map is equzuarzant with respect to  the action of 
G ,  i.e. J (g  . z )  = g . J ( x ) .  We then refer to  ( P , w , G , @ ,  J) as a Hamzltonzan G-space and t o  
(P, w, G,  @, J ,  H )  as a Hamzltonzan G-system. Sufficient conditions for the existence of equivariant 
momentum maps are described in Guillemin and Sternberg (1984b, $25). We will usually write 
(P, w, G, J) (resp. (P,IJ, G,  J ,  H ) )  instead of (P, w, G ,  a, J) (resp. (P, w ,  G,  @, J ,  N)) ,  the action @ 
being understood. 
3 On the geometry of the co-adjoint action 
Denote by prep C g the regular points of the adjoint action, and by gFep C g* the regular points of 
the co-acijoint action. The rnain purpose of this section is to show that there is a natural equivariant 
diffeonlorphism r : g;eg -+ (7 x W where O is any regular co-adjoint orbit and W C g* is any (open) 
Weyl chamber in g* (defined below). Furthermore there is a natural isomorpllism i : W -+ t; 
identifying W with a set t;l c t'; t is the Lie algebra of the maximal torus T = G,, where p is any 
elenlent of W. The isot,ropy group G, is identical for any choice of p i. W. 
Although these results are probably known by experts, it is difficult to find them in a form that 
is easy to  learn without a reasonable knowledge of the 'structure theory' of Lie groups and Lie 
algebras. Here most of the theory needed is reduced to the following two facts: (i) If G is compact 
then all maximal Abelian subalgebras of g are conjugate under the adjoint action, and (ii) F-Iermann 
VV(:yl's theorem stating that a regular adjoint orbit of G intersects an (open) Weyl chamber in g 
(definition recalled below) in a single point. The interested reader is referred to  standard texts (e.g. 
Brocker and torn Dieck (1985)) for proofs. Our starting point is the Duflo-Vergne Theorem, which 
is easily learnt from e.g. Marsden and Ratiu (1994). Experts, after familiarizing themselves with 
our notation, may want to skip immediately to  Propo~it~ion (3.22). 
Let us briefly motivate our interest in the trivialization. From the diffeomorphism r : gLg -+ 
(3 x W ,  we obtain two projections 
To : g;eg + 0 
and nw : g;eg + W . 
In a IIamiltonian G-space (P,w,  G ,  J) with regular momenta. the projections lead us to  define 
n E re, o J and j = i o nw o J .  which are well-defined since J ( P )  C g:eg We will eventually 
show that the map n : P -+ (7 is a fibering of P by Hamiltonian T-spaces and that j : P + t" is 
the momentum map for a canonical action by T on PI with respect to which the fibres of n are 
invariant. 
Direct-sum decompositions of g and g* 
(3.1) Theorem (Duflo and Vergne (1969); see also Weinstein (1983)) Let G be a finite-dimensional 
Lie Group [not necessarily compact). Then g:eg is open and dense in g* . Furthermore, for all 
p E g:eg, g, is Abelian. 
(3.2) Corollary If G 1s compact and connected and ,u € g:cg. then g, 1s a maxrmal libelran 
subalgebra of g and G, 1s a maxrmal torus of Gg 
In the proof of (3.2) and other results that follow p : g* t g is a fixed isomorphism equivariant with 
respect to  the co-adjoint and adjoint actions. Recall that when G is compact such an isomorphism 
always exists -- just take the isornorphism induced by a G-invariant inner product on g. One 
obtains such an inner product by averaging an arbitrary inner product over G; averaging makes 
sense since compact Lie groups admit a bi-invariant probability measure. 
Proof of (3.2) I3y the equivariance of p, g, = gP(,). By (3.1), gp(,) is therefore Abelian. It must be 
maxrmal Abelian, for if [<, gP(,)] = 0 then [<,p(p)] = 0, implying[ i. gp(,). Therefore g, is maximal 
Abelian. Since G is compact and connected, G, is also compact and connected (Guillemin and 
Sternberg, 1984b, Theorems 32.15, 32.16). By a theorem of E. Cartan (see e.g. Kirillov (1976, 
Theorem 2, $6.3)), there is a unique connected and simply connected Lie group H with Lie algebra 
g,, and all connected Lie groups with Lie algebra g, must be of the form H I D  for some discrete 
normal subgroup D contained in the center of If. In particular, this applies to  G,. Since g, is 
Abelian, H 2 TRk (k  G dim g,). In particular, H is Abelian. All factor groups of W must also bc 
Abelian, so G, is Abelian. Since G, is also compact and connected. G, is isomorphic to  a torus. 
Henceforth G denotes a compact connected Lie group 
"he proof of the first assertion was communicated to  the author by Robert Filippini. 
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(3.3) Lenlma A subalgebra t C g is maximal Abelian u t = g, for some p E g&. 
Proof The + part comes from (3.2). To prove j recall (see Brocker and tom Dieck (1985)) tliat 
all maximal Abelian subalgebras are conjugate when G is compact. Thus t = ~ ( g , ' )  for some g E G 
and p' E g&. But g(g,/) = gs , I ,  i.e. t = g, with p = g . p'. 
a 
(3.4) Corollary I f t  c g is a maximal Abelian subalgebra then g = t @ t', where tL [t, g]. 
Proof By (3.3) there exists p E g:eg such that t = g,. Put < r p(p )  so that by the G-equivariance 
of p, gc = g, = t. With respect to  any G-equivariant inner product, adt is skew-symmetric, so 
that Ker adf = t and Irn adf = [I, g] are complementary spaces. That is, g = t @ [I, g]. We claim [t, g] = [t, g]. Since [I, g] c [t, g], it suffices to  show that [q. g] c [t, g] for all 17 E t. Now g = t @  [,C, g], 
SO [q, g] = [q, [E,g]], since [q, t] = 0. Thus any element of [q,g] is of the form [v, [(,,!?]I for some 
P E g. But by the Jacobi identity 
since [q, I] = 0. In particular it follows that [q. [<, PI] E [<, g], so that any element of [q, g] is in [[, g], 
as required. 
(3.5) Remark It is clear from the proof that tL 5 [t, g] is in fact the orthogonal co~nplernent of t ,  
with respect t o  any G-invariant inner product on g. 
Write f = Ann [t, g] (the annihilator of [t, g]) and ti E Ann t ,  so that assuming t is maximal 
Abelian, we obtain from (3.4) the dual direct sum decomposition 
We now state alternative characterizations of the subspaces appearing in this decomposition. By 
definition p E f if and only if (p, [r ,{])  = 0 for all r E t and < E g, i.e. if and only if ad; p = 0. So 
it follows that 
Csing the fact that dimg, = dimt  # p E g&, we also obtain 
Finally, let T,(G . p) denote the tangent space at p E g* to  the co-adjoint orbit G . p .  Identifying 
T,(G - p)  with a subspace of g*, we have T,(G . p) E ad; p. We claim that 
Proof of (3.9) Let p E f n g:eg. Then by (3.8), t = 8,. The map < ad; p : g -+ g* has kernel 
g, and image T, (G . p) ,  implying dim gp $ dirnT, (G . p) = dim 0. It follows that dim T, (G . p) = 
codim t = dimfL.  To prove (3.9) it therefore suffices to  show that T , (G.  p)  C fL .  But elements 
of T,(G . p)  = ad*, p are of the form /3 = ad; p for some < E g, and for all r E t we have 
(/I, r) = (ad; p ,  r )  = -(ad: p ,  <) = 0, since t = g,. Thus T,(G . p) C Ann t = f L ,  as required. 
Weyl chambers 
Recall that when t C g is a maximal Abelian subalgebra (G compact) then a connected component 
o f t  n greg is called a Weyl chamber in g. 
(3.10) Definition Let t c g be any maximal Abelian subalgebra and define (as above) f z 
Ann [t, g]. Then any connected component W of f  n gFrg is called a Weyl chcrmber zri g*. 
(3.11) Remarks a. W is open in j (by (3.1) and (3.3)) 
b. It follows from (3.8) that through each point po E g;feg there passes a unique \iCTeyl chamber 
W;  it is the connected component of 
containing po. 
c. Let t c g be maximal Abelian. Then the natural projection i : g* t t* restricted to f is an 
isomorphism, since its kernel is jL and g* = f @ f i .  Let W be a Weyl chamber in g" and 
put t = p,, where p W is arbitrary. 'Ihen it follows that we may identify W c f with 
t; = i(W) c tx. 
(3.12) Lemma If W is a Weyl chamber in p* then G,, = G,, for all wl, wa E W. 
Proof By (3.8), gu,l = gw2. By (3.2),  G,, and G,? are just tori, so that expGw, : gw, + Gw, and 
expGw, : gW2 + G,, are onto. Therefore G,, = G,,. 
(3.13) Lemma The intersection of Weyl chambers in g" and (regular) co-adjoint orbits is transvrr- 
sal. Morc precis el"^: if p E p:eg, W is the Weyl chamber through p, and O is the co-adjoint orbit 
through p ,  then T,,W and T,O are complementary subspaces of T,g* S g*. 
Proof Put t = g, so that t is maximal Abelian (by (3.2)), and that 1 4  is an open subset o f f  (by 
(3.11b) and (3.11a)). It follows that T,W r f and fronr (3.9) that T G O  S jL. By (3.6) we have 
p* = T,W @ T,O. 
(3.14) Lemma Let p : g* t g be any G-equivariant isomorphisrrr. Then W is a Weyl chamber in 
gz # p(W) is a Weyl chamber in g. 
Proof Now p(g&) = greg by the equivariance, so from the definitions it suffices to show that for 
aii maximal Abeliaii siibalgebras *L we have p( j )  = t. In fact, since d imj  = d i n t ,  it is enough to 
check that p(f) C t. By (3.7) and the equivariance of p, 
Rut t C gc implies [T, <] = 0 for all T E t ,  giving < E t. since t is maxzmal Abelian. This shows that 
the right hand side of (3.15) is contained in t as required. 
(3.16) Corollary Each regular co-adjoint orbit intersects a given Weyl chamber in g* at precisely 
one point . 
Proof Follows from (3.14) and Weyl's theorem that regular adjoint orbits intersect a given Weyl 
chamber in p at precisely one point (see e.g. Brocker and tom Dieck (1985)). 
The trivialization of g& 
(3.17) Example Consider G = SO(3). Make the usual identification so(3)' E I R ~  by choosing a 
basis {el, ez, es) for so(3) sucl~ that 
[el, ea] = es, [ez, e3] = €1, [es, ell = ea . 
Then the matrix representation of is g itself. We have g:,g Zi R3\{0). The regular orbits are 
the spheres centered at the origin, of non-zero radius. The Weyl chambers are the open-ended rays 
emanating from the origin. 
Let O be any orbit (sphere) and W any Weyl chamber (ray). Make the obvious identifications 
O r S%nd 211 E (0, m). Then there is a dzfleomorphzsrn y : O x W + grreg whose inverse is given 
by 
r - ' ( ~ )  =. J~III~II, l l~ l l )  .
In the example we obtained an equivariant diffeomorphism y-l : gh, t W x  0, i.e. we succeeded 
in trivializing the entire (open dense) set of regular points. Indeed thls is the case in general as we 
shall now recall. 
Let W be a W'eyl chamber. in g*, and t its associated maximal Abelian subalgebra. Let O be any 
regular co-adjoint orbit and let po E g& be the unique intersection point of W and 0; by (3.11b), 
t = gpo and gW = t for all w E W. Conversely one may ck~oose po E g:eg arbitrarily and define W 
to be the Weyl chamber through po (as given by (3.11b)), and O to be the co-adjoi~st orbit through 
po. Recall that for each ~ r ,  E g' we can define a G-equivariant diffeomorphism 4, : GIG, t G . p 
by 4, (gG,) g . p.  The map d,, has inverse d,ol : O t GIG,, . For any w E W, the domain of 
4, is GIG,,, because G, = GPO (by (3.12)). Thus the map 
is well-defined. One verifies that 
(3.19) Proposition y is a diffeomorphisrn onto g & .  
Proof that y is a local diffeomorphisrn First recall that by (3.13), dim O +dim W = dim g". Let 
p E 0 = G . po so that p = g . po for some g E G. Then for any w E W, y(p,  w) = q5,(gG,,) = 
&,(gG,) = g . w. Since g maps isomorphically onto g(t),  - it follows that 7 maps {p) x W 
diffeornorphically onto the Weyl chamber through g . w. Conversely, for :any fixed w. 4, o 4;: maps 
O = G.po diffeomorphically onto G .  w, implying y maps O x {w) diffeomorphically onto G .  w. Fix 
a point (p, w) E O x W. The submanifolds {p) x W and O x { w )  intersect at (p,  w) transversely in 
O x W. We have just shown that the first submanifold is mapped diffeomorphically onto the regular 
orbit through g . w, the second diffeomorphically onto the Weyl chamber through g . w. By (3.13) 
this orbit and chamber also intersect transversally, and so y is a local diffeomorphism at (p,  w). 
Proof of surjectivity Suppose p E g&. By (3.16) the orbit G . p intersects the chamber W at 
some point w E W. It follows that p = g . w for some g E G. One verifies y(g . po, w )  = p ,  so y is 
onto. 
Proof of injectivity Suppose ?(PI, wl) = 7(pZ,  wz). We have p1 = gl - po and 112 = gz . po for 
some gl,ga E G, so that 4 2 ( p 1 )  = glGp, and 4,:(pa) = gaG,,. By supposition d,,(d;;(pl)) = 
Qwz(4;~(pz) ) ,  from which $,,(glG,,) = 4,2(yzGp,) follows. We therefore have wl = (g;lgZ) . wa. 
But W intersects each (regular) orbit once only (by (3.16)), so gl1g2 = idG, wl = wz and pl  = pa. 
(3.20) Remark Since W intersects each regular orbit once only and the intersections are transver- 
sal, W is a 'slice' at po for the co-adjoint action in the sense of e.g. Montgomery and Yang (1957). 
Proposition (3.22) is an example of a 'tubular neighborhood' or 'slice' theorem. General slice theo- 
rems stat,e that the neighborhood of an orbit is diffeomorphic to a ' t~i~is ted product'; here we have 
a simple product arrd the 'neighborhood' is the entire open dense set g:eg. Locally orre always has 
a natural choice of slice, even at irregular points of g*. This general construction of (local) slices 
for the co-adjoint action appears in Guillemin and Sterriberg (1984a). 
Define no  : gLg t C3 and nw : g;eg t W so as to  satisfy Y-' = (n0,7iw),  i.e. = 
(ns(p), nW(p)) .  Then unravelliug the definition of 7 we deduce that 
It is clear from (3.19) that (3.21) serves also to implicitly define no  and 7iw 
The following summarizes many results of this section. 
(3.22) Proposition Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Each WeyI chamber in g* intersects 
each regular co-adjoint orbit at  exactly one point and transversally. Let W be a Weyl chamber in 
g*, t c g its associated rnadmal Abelian subalgebra, and O a regular co-adjoint orbit. Let po E g:eg 
be the point of intersection (so that t = g,,) and let T r G,,. Then: 
a. All points in W have isotropy grorrp T, which is a maximal torus of G. Any G-equivariant 
isornorphisrn g* t g maps W onto a Weyl chamber in g lying in t. The ~ ~ a t u r a l  projection 
i : g- -+ t* maps f EE 1Znn [t, g] isornorphically onto t* so that W C f may be identified with 
the open set tg i (W)  c t". 
b. Equation (3.21) implicitly defines surjective subnlersions TO : g& t 0 a l ~ d  TW : + W 
such that (no, nw) : Beg t 0 x W is a diffeomorphism. The inverse of this map is y, the 
map defined explicitly in (3.1 8)  above. 
c. The fibres of n-0 : t O are the Weyl chambers in g*. The fibres of nw : gFeg t W are 
the regular co-adjoint orbits. 
Before turning to the rriain subject matter of this paper rve need one last technical detail for later: 
Identifications offi and ti induced by a point in t; 
(3.23) Lemma Let W be a Weyl chamber in g* and t C g be the associated maximiil Abelian 
subalgebra (i.e. t = g,, for any po E ).IJ). Put  tz = i (W),  where i : f t t* is the natural 
isornorphisrn (see (3.22a)). Then for all p E t: the map 
< I-+ ad;(iC1 (p)) : t' -+ f1 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof Recall first that tL r [t, g] and fi E Ann t. Since dimtL = dimf', it suffices to show that 
ad; i - ' ( p )  = 0 ==+ ( = 0. Write p r iC1(p) E W C f n  g:eg, SO that t = g, (by (3.8)). Supposing 
that E tL satisfies ad; i-'(p) = 0 we have adz p = 0, i.e. [ E gp = t. But t n tL = {0}, so [ = 0. 
(3.24) Definition For any p E t;, let Ap : f' t t' denote the inverse of the map described in 
(3.23) above, i.e. the map well-defined by 
A, (ad; i-' (p)) = [ 'd[ E ti . 
4 The fibering by Hamiltonian T-spaces 
Let (P, w, G ,  J) be a Hamiltonian G-space with regular momenta, i.e. one for which 
In what follows H is any G-invariant Hamiltonian, i.e. (P, w, G ,  J ,  11) is a Harniltonian G-system. 
We continuc to  restrict attention to  the case in which G is compact and connected. 
Before discussing the symplectic fibration, let us prove the condition necessarily satisfied by 
G-spaces with regular momenta, which we stated in the Introduction: 
(4.2) Proposition Under the assumption (4.1)) dimG, < rank G, for all n: E P where rank G is 
the dimension of the maximal tori of G. 
This result comes about because momentum map equivariance already puts a restriction on how 
un-free the action of G on J-l(g;,,) can be, since J maps these points to  maxzrnal co-adjoint orbits. 
To see this, let us recall the result connecting the isotropy at z E P to the rank of the momentum 
map: 
(4.3) Lemma g, = Ann Irn T,J. 
Proof 
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(4.4) Corollary If J is eyuivariant, then dim g, 5 dim g ~ ( , ) .  
Proof Put p J ( z ) .  By equivariance, T, J maps T, (G.x) onto T, (G.p).  Therefore dim Ann In1 T, J < 
codim T, (G . p )  = dim g,. 
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Proposition (4.2) now follows from (4.1) and (4.4). 
The syrnplectic jibering of P 
Apply (3.22) to  obtain the fibration no  : g;,& + 0. Because of (4.1) we may define a map 
n : P + 0 by n G 7io 0 J.  Note that 7i is G-equ~variant because no  and J are G-equivariant. T1.te 
pre-images n-'(p) are invariant with respect to the flow of X H  by Noether's theorem (Sect. 2) .  
Pick x E n-l(p)  and g E G.  By the equivariance of n, n(g . x) = g . n(x)  = g . p .  If g E G, then we 
obtain n(g . x) = p ,  i.e. g . z E n-'(p). Conversely if we require n(g . 2) = p ,  i.e. g . x E n-l(,u), 
then we obtain g . p = p ,  i.e. g E Gp.  This proves 
In particular all elements of G,, map 7i-'(p) onto itself. 
Choose p1 and pz in 0 and consider the pre-images T - ' ( @ ~ )  and n-'(p2). We have p2 = 
h - for some h E G, so : n-l(p1) -+ 7i-'(p2) is a bijection. The flows of XH17i-'(p1) and 
X H / T - ' ( ~ Z )  are conjugate because Q ~ X H  = Xu. Since G,, = hG,, h - l ,  we have the isomorphism 
g ++ hgh-I : G,, -+ G,,. Thus the action of Gp, on n-l(,uI) and that of G,, on n-"p2) are 
conjugate since 
@ h ( @ , ( ~ ) )  = Qhgh-1  ( Q h  (2)) . 
(4.6) Proposition In the terminology of Steenrod (1951)) n : P -+ 0 admits the structure of a 
coordinate bundle. The group of the bundle is a subgroup of T. 
Proof We intend to use I; 2 ?;-'(po) as t,he model space for the fibres of 7i. : P t O.  To verify that 
F (and all the pre-images ?;-'(p)) are submartiSolcis of P, we prove that ?i is a surjective subrnersiorl 
first so that the pre-irnage theorem applies. Choose p E O. Since we assume P is non-empty, there 
is g E C ,  w E W and z E P such that J ( z )  = g . w. By the equivariance of J ,  the entire orbit G . w 
is in the image of J. Since TO maps orbits onto O ,  there is u E G . to with ?io(u) = p.  Then as 
G . w C Im J ,  there exists x' E P such tliat J(x1)  = v. This inlplies (7i.o o J ) ( z f )  = p.  But p \was 
arbitrary, so n TO o J is surjective. At any n: E P, TJ(,) (G . J ( x ) )  c Im T, J (by t,he equivariance 
of J). Since no  maps G .  J ( z )  diffeomorphically onto (3, T,?i = TJ(,)no o T,J must be surjective, 
and so 7i. is a submersion. 
Let U be an open G,,-invariant neighborlzood of po in O with the property that 
Continuity of the group action guarantees that arbitrarily srnall such lzeighborhoods exist. Put 
U' - 4;; (Cr). If we choose U and accordilrgly CT' c GIG,, sufficiently small, the11 there exists an 
injective immersion s : U' -+ G satisfying 
In other words s is a local section for the fibre bundle C: -+ GIG,,. The claim is that $ : U x F -+ 
~~'(0') defined by 
$(P. x) s(4,,'(/1)) . 2  
is a local bundle chart (recall that $, : G/G,, t G . yo is the G-equivariant diffeomorphisrn 
defined by 4,, (gG,,) g . po). Indeed we observe that $(g . po, x) = s(gG,,) . x, so 
by (4.8). Therefore ?;($(p, z)) = p for all p E U. Furthermore $ is a diffeomorphisrn for it has 
smooth inverse 
.tlj-l(y) = (" (Y) ,Y-~  . Y) 
where g r s o p i t  o n(y) , 
which is well-defined on account of (4.7). 
So far we only have a chart for an open neighborhood of n- l (p0) .  For each p E O we now define 
U, z g(U) where g E Qj;;(p); U,, is well-defined since U is GPO-invariant. The family { U p  / p E (3) 
is an open rover for 0. Since O is compact there is a finite subcover {U,,, . . . , U,,). The farri~ly 
{n-'(Up1), . . . , 7i.- '(UVL)) is an open cover for P. For each k we arbitrarily choose some gk E G 
such that pk = gk .PO.  The group G acts naturally on (3 x P according to g . (p,  x) (g . p , g  . z ) .  
The map $k : Ci,,, x F -+ ?;-l(UL,,) defined by 
is a local fibre bundle chart. Indeed we have 
- 1 
~ ( l i / k ( ~ .  Po, 2))  = gk . n(?l;(g;lg . pO,gk g . = gk . (gk lg .  Po) g ,  
r > Iherefore n(dk(p,  z ) )  = p for all p E U,, . Furthermore di; is a diffeomorphism for it has smooth 
inverse 
$il(y) = g k  ' d - ' ( g i1  'Y) . 
The transition functions y52-1 0 $k : 4, x 27 i Up> x E have the form of local vector bundle 
isomorphisms, as required: they are given by 
This completes the proof that n : P t O is a fibre bundle. Since gylYk E GPO,  the group of the 
bundle is a subgroup of T = G',, . (This group need not be T itself since G,, need not act faithfully 
on F.) 
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The fibres of 7i. are symplectic submanifolds of P. The proof is provided by: 
(4.9) Thcoreln (Guillemin and Sternberg (1983)) Let Z be a submanifold of g* such that J is 
transverse to Z and 
T , Z @ T , ( G . z )  = g *  
at all z E 2. Then J-I (2) is a symplectic submanifold of P. 
(4.10) Corollary The fibres of IT : P --+ 0 are symplectic. In particular, .sr : P -+ 0 has a natural 
Ehresmann connection cr : T P  --+ I<er TIT defined fibre-wise by projecting T,P onto I<er 'T,K along 
its w-orthogonal complement (Ker T , T ) ~ .  
Proof By definition every fibre of IT : P --+ 0 is of the form JP1(Z)  for some Weyl chamber Z in g* 
(see (3 .22~)) .  The momentum map J is transverse to Z because of momentum map equivariance. 
This chamber intersects all co-adjoint orbits transversally, so the preceding theorem applies. 
(4.11) Definition Let (PI, w l ,  G1, J1, HI)  and ( P 2 ,  w2 ,  G2, J2, H2) be two Hamiltonian G-systems. 
We say that the G-spaces (Pl ,wl,G1,  J1) and ( P 2 , w 2 ,  G2,.j2) are equzvalent if there exists a Lie 
group isomorphism y : GI --+ Gz and a symplectic diffeornorphism 4 : Pl --+ P 2  such that 
a. d.9) , d ( ~ )  = d(g .  21, and 
b. J& f 0 4  = J; 
for all g E G, x E PI and [ E gi .  If furthermore Hz o 4 = H1, the11 we say that the corresponding 
G-systems are equivalent. 
In this language we can summ;trize the above results by: 
(4.12) Theorem Let G be a compact connected Lie group and let ( P ,  w ,  G, J ,  H )  be a Hamiltonian 
G-system for which 3(P) C g & .  Apply (3.22) to obtain the map no  : g;e'eg + O. Then the map 
.sr = no o J is a well-defined G-equivariant surjective submersion. In fact .ir : P --+ O admits the 
structure of a fibre bundle (in the sense of (4.6)). Every fibre .srV1(p) is invariant with respect to 
the flow of X H ,  and is a symplectic submanifold of P. The subgroup of G mapping points of a 
fibre  IT-'(^) to points of the same fibre is the maximal torus G, (see (4.5)). For each p E (3 write 
w, E ~ ~ I T - ~ ( ~ L )  and Hp =  HIT-^(^). A G,-equivariant momentllm map J p  :  IT-'(^) -+ g i  for the 
action of G, on .sr-'(p) is defined by J ,(z)  = J(z)lg,. The systems S, = (;r- l(p),w,,  G,, J,, H,), 
;1 E 0 ,  are then mutual& equivalent Haawiltoniar: G,-systems. 
(4.13) Remark Stated simply, the theorem states that every Hamiltonian G-system with regular 
momenta is just a fibering by mutually equivalent, dynamically invariant subsystems, in which the 
group actions are by maximal tori of G. By dynamzeally znvarzant we mean invariant with respect 
to the flow of the G-invariant EIamiltonian. We can always construct a representative fibre in the 
fibration as follows: Let W be a Weyl chamber in g* and let T C G be the corresponding maximal 
torus (i.e. T z G, where w is any point in W).  Put F E JP1(W) and let iF : F --+ P denote 
the inclusion. The submanifold F is symplectic and is T-invariant. A equivariant momentum 
map JF : F --+ t* for the action of T on F is given by J ~ ( x )  z J (x ) / t .  We call (F. ikd,  T, JF) 
the Harnzltonzan T-space assoczated wzth (P. w ,  G, J) and (F, i>w, T, JF, i&H) the Hamzltonzan T-  
system assoczated wzth (P, w ,  G,  J ,  H ) .  
We emphasize that although the regular orbit O is completely arbitrary, we obtain precisely the same 
fibres for .sr if we make a different choice. Recalling the example of the spherical pendulum discussed 
in the Introduction, this amounts to the observation that while we used the unit momentum sphere 
to parameterize the family of planar pendulum subsystems, we could just have well chosen any 
other sphere in momentum space (centered at the origin) to do so. 
Since the fibres of T : P --+ O are symplectic, there is a nat,ural Ehrestnatln connecthn (see e.g. 
I<obayashi ;met Nomizu (1963)) cy : 'TP + ker Tn defined fibre-wise by projecting T,P onto lier T.c7i 
along Hor, G ( k e r T , ~ ) ~  ( ( . ) W  denot,es w-orthogonal complement). 111 this sectlion we show that 
each horizontal space Hor, can be naturally identified with a s~~bspace  of p, or alternatively with 
a subspace of p", and give an associatetl formula for the restrictioil of w to  Hor,. These results 
are useful in deducing theorems about a G-space with regular momenta from theorerns about it,s 
associated T-space. 
To begin, let us recall the elementary fact that connects the momentum map, the group orbits 
in P and the symplectic stri~cture of P, at a point x E P: 
(4.14) Lemrna E<er T, J = (T, (G . x ) ) ~  
( ( . ) W  denotes w-orthogonal complement.) 
Proof 
u E I < e r T , J  u T , J - v = O  
u ( T , J . v , < ) = O  ' d < E T , p Z p  
u (d,JS,.t ')  = O  'd< E g  
u w (<p (x) .  71) = 0 v< E p 
u W ( U , U )  = 0 YU E T , ( G . x )  
u c E (T, (C . x ) ) ~  . 
(4.15) Corollary Hor, C T, (G . z )  
Proof Since T TO o J ,  I<er T,n > Ker T,J. Applying (4.14) gives Ker T,T > (T,(G.  2))". 
Taking w-orthogonal complements: (Ker T , T ) ~  C T, (G . x) . 
(4.16) Proposition Let x E I-' and write t p~ ( , ) ,  so that t is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of p 
(by (3.2) and (4.1)). Then in the notation of Sect. 3: 
a. e tp (x) maps t' c p isornorphically on to Hor, . 
b. T, J maps Hor, isomorphically onto Tj(,) (6 . J ( z ) )  Z i' C p" 
c. For any <, 11 E P, W ( < P ( ~ ) ,  rlp(2)) = (J(x) ,  [<, r l ] )  
(4.17) Remark If we equip the co-adjoint orbit G .  J ( z )  with its natural symplectic structure (Kir- 
illov, 1976), then (4 .16~)  implies that the isomorphism T,J : Hor, + TJ(,)(G.  J(2)) is symplectic. 
We also remark that one might think of (4.16a) as local freeness of the action of G on P 'transverse' 
to fibres of T. 
Proof First note that the image of Hor, under T,J is contained in T3(,) (G. J (x ) ) ,  because Hor, C 
T, (G . x )  and J is equivariant. Since dim Ijor, = dim 0 = dim ti = dim ti, it suffices in proving 
(4.16a) to show that 
and in the case of (4.16b) to show that 
(4.19) ker T, J n Hor, = (0) 
By the equivariance of J ,  p, C p~( , )  = t. Equation (4.18) follows since t f l  ti = (0) by (3.4). 
Equation (4.19) is true because kerT,J C k e r T , ~  and kerT,n n Ifor, = (0). To prove (4.16c), 
recall that as J is ecluivariant, {J,, Jc} = J[t,ol (see e.g. Abrahanl and Marsden (1978, Theorern 
4.2.8) but note that we are adopting a different sign convention: {f, h} = Xf _I .Yh 1 w). We have 
5 The canonical 7'-action 
The action 
Recall (Theorem 4.12) that on every fibre n- l(p)  we have the maximal torus G, acting, and that 
up to  equivalence these C,-spaces (p  E 0) are all the same. Using the Abelianness of the Gp ,  
,u E 0, we will be able to  'glue' these actions together into a single Abelian action of T = C,, 
acting on the whole of P. With respect to  this new action, the fibres of n will be invariant. 
For any p E 0 define the group isonlorphism K, : T + G, by 
where g is any element of G such that p = g . pg. For any ti E T, (gt')t(gt')-l = g(t'tti-l)gP1 = 
gtg-l, since T is Abelian. This verifies that K, does not depend on the choice of g. The new action 
( 1 , ~ )  \Irt ( x )  : T x P t P is defined by 
@t(x) = @ h ( ~ )  ,
where h = ~ ~ ( t )  
and p E ~ ( x )  . 
Vie will also write 
t + x  =\Irt(x) , t E T . 
In this notation we have the identity 
for any zg E n-'(pg). This identity also serves to define the T-action. It should be clear that up 
to  conjugacy this action is independent of the particular choice of pg E (3. We denote the new 
infinitessimal generators by 
d 
<;(XI 5 -exp(Tt)+xl dr . 
r = O  
One verifies that the infinitessimal generators of the T and G actions are related for any < E t c g 
by 
where g E G is chosen to satisfy g-1 . a: E n-l(po) 
The momentum m a p  
Recall (see (3.22)) that we have a map nW : g;ieg -+ W, where W is the Weyl chamber through pg. 
Assuming J ( P j  C g:eg, n~ o J : P t W C g* is well-defined. Recall also (see (3.22a)) that the 
natural projection i : g' -+ t* defined by i(p) e plt maps W injectively onto an open set t:. 
(5.2) Proposition The T-action defined above is Hamiltonian. Indeed, under the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.12, a T-equivariant momentum m a p j  : P -+ t* for this action is given by j i o n~ o J .  
Proof First note that j is G-invariant because TM, : Q:,~ -+ W inaps co-adjoint orbrts to points. 
Indeed j(g ..z) = rw ( J ( g .  x))It = 7iw (g ( J (x ) )  It = rw (.J(z))jt = j(rc). The T-eqrtivariance of j then 
follows because the co-adjoint action of 7' on t is trivial (T is Abelian), aiitl because j rrlaps T-orbits 
to points. Let c E P be given. Define p E ~ ( z )  and let g E G be chosen such that p = g - po, so 
that for all s' E K1(,u) ,  . J (x l )  E W. For any < E t we have 
This implies 
jt (z') = J A ~ ~ ~  ( . r l )  VX' E r-l , 
giving 
According to (4.15), vectors in Ilor, are tangent to an orbit. Since j is G-invariant, so is jc .  We 
may conclude that 
We claim that a similar result holds for J A d g E  at z .  Suppose then that v E Hor,. Tlrcn (d, J.A.~,~, u )  = 
(T,J . u ,  Ad,<). Now u  is tangent to  a G-orbit. It follows by the cquivariance of J that T,J . v is 
tangent to thc co-adjoint orbit ilrrough J ( x ) .  Therefore T,J . v = acl;J(z) for some 17 E 8".  7iVe 
then have 
TYe argue that the right hand side is zero as follows: Since t is the maximal Abelian subalgehra 
associated with the Weyl chamber W and g - l .  J ( z )  E W, it follows that Q,-I.J(,) = t. In particular 
< E gg-:.Jjzi. Therefore .3jz)) = O making the right band side of the above zero as claimed. 
Since v E Hor, was arbitrary, we conclude that 
Since Ker T,T and IIor, are cornplernentary spaces we conclude from (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) that 
Therefore X j ,  (x) = X J A d g t  (x) E (x) . Appealing to (5.1) : 
which proves that j delivers the infinitessimal generators for the T-action. 
6 011 the classification of G-spaces with regular momenta 
Reduction to the Abelian case 
Recall that by (4.12) (see also (4.13)) we may associate with any Hamiltonian G-space (P, w , G, J) for 
which J(P) C g;eg, a lower dimensional Hamiltonian T-space (F, UF, T, JF) , where T is the maximal 
torus of G (assuming G is non-Abelian). 'This T-space is uniquely defined up to equivalence. We 
will prove the following. 
(6.1) Theorem Let G be a compact connected L,ie group. Then two Hamiltonian G-spaces with 
regular mornen ta are ey uivalen t u their associated T-spaces are equivalent (see (4.1 1) for the 
definition of the equivalence of Hamiltonian G-spaces) . 
The =+ part is obvious. To prove the += part we need (4.16a). ,4s we have remarked, this amounts to  
local freeness of the action 'transverse' to  the fibres of the symplectic fibration (the lower dimensioilal 
T-spaces) . 
Proof of + Let (PI, wl, G,  J1) and (P2.  wa, G ,  J2) be Hamiltonian G-spaces with J2(P2) C grfeg. 
Applying (4.12), we obtain the symplectic fibrations 71.1 : PI -+ 0 and 71.2 : P2 -+ (3, where 
O G . po. for some (arbitrary) point po E grfeg. Fix representative fibres Fl - nl(po) and 
F2 r r2 (p0 )  and denote the corresponding inclusions by il : Fl -+ PI and ia : F2 -+ Pz. Then 
the maximal torus T r G,, acts on (F1, i;wl) and (F2, i;w2), with corresponding mornerltum maps 
JFl : F, -+ tfi defined by i f F 7 ( r )  r J 2 ( z ) J t .  Our hypothesis is that the lIamiltonian T-spaces 
(Fl , i;wl, T, . J ~ I )  and (F2, i;wa, T, JF2) are equivalent. Thus we have a T-equivariant symplectic 
diffeomorphism p : Fl -+ F2 such that JF2 o cp = JF1. We now describe how to extend cp to  a 
G-equivariant symplectic diffeomorphism d : Pl -+ P2. 
Let x E PI. Pick g E G to satisfy nl(x)  = g . po E 0 so that,  by the G-equivariance of 71-1, 
g-' . x E Fl. Then we define 
To show that 4 is well-defined (i.e. independent of the choice of g) we must show that we can 
replace g by gt for any t E T = G,, in the definition with no effect. This follows easily from the 
T-equivariance of p. 
To show that 4 is G-eqnivariant, let t E Pl with nl(x) = g . po as before, and slrppose h E G. 
Then nl (h . x) = hg . po, so that 
This proves the G-equivariance. 
By construction we have rrz o 4 = TI .  It, is not difficult to  show using the G-equivariance of 4, 
nl  and r 2  that J F 2  o cp = JF1 implies J2 o 4 = J1. 
An inverse for 4 is given easily enongh. Let x E Pz and pick g E G to  satisfy n2(x) = g . uo. 
Then define $ : P2 -+ Pl by $(x) E g . cp-l(g-l . x). One shows that $ is well-defined in the same 
way as above and verifies immediately that 4 o $ = idp2 and $ o 4 = idp,. 
For any g E G, the map z ++ g . x sending a fibre r,'(p) to  the fibre n,'(g . /I) ( i  = 1 or 2) 
is a symplectic diffeomorphism. Since cp : 7i;l(/1~) -+ n.iral(po) is a symplectic diffeomorphism, it 
follows that the restriction of 4 to  any fibre of rl : PI + 0 is a symplectic diffeomorphism onto a 
fibre of 7r2 : P2 -+ 0. The tangent space T,Pl at each z E Pl splits into complementary subspaces 
ker T,nl and Hark E (ker T , T ~ ) ~ .  The preceding argument implies that T d  : TI-; -+ TP2 maps 
ker T,nl symplectically and isomorphically onto ker T+(Z)7i2. By (4.16a) and the G-equivariance of 
4, it follows that TQ maps ~ o r k  isomorphically onto ~ o r i ( , )  - (ker T + ( , ) T ~ ) ~ .  TO see this note 
that ~ J I ( , )  = &2(4(,)) since J2 o 4 = J1.  By (4 .16~)  and the G-equivariance of 4 we have 
The isomorphism T& : Hor; -+  or;^,^ is therefore syn~plectic. Since kerT+(,)n, and Horlp(,) are 
complementary subspaces of T$(,) P, ( i  = 1,2) ,  it follows that T 4  : T,Pl -+ T+(,)P2 is a symplectic 
isomorphism and that 4 : PI -+ P2 is therefore a symplectic diffeomorphism. 
A gencralzzafzon of Drlzarrt 's Theorem 
To illustrate the application of (6.1), we will deduce a generalization of Delzant's theorem on the 
c1assific;ltiori of integrable T-spaces. Here is Delzalit's result: 
(6.2) Theorem (Delzant (1988)) Let T be an n-torus and let (PI, wl, T, J1) and ( ~ 2 .  w2, T, J2) be 
two Hamiltonian T-spaces. Then if: 
a. PI and P2 are compact 
b. T acts faithfullv on PI and P2 
c. dim Pl = dimP2 = 2d imT 
then the two spaces are equivalent. 
(6.3) Remark Recall that a group action (g, x) t-> @(x) : G x X -+ X is fazthful if cDy = ah implies 
g = h. Contlitions (6.2b) and ( 6 . 2 ~ )  are often referrcd to as complete zntegrabzlzty. Condition ( 6 . 2 ~ )  
is the special Abelian cascl of the more general requirement dim P, = dim G + rank G. 
Here is a non-Abelian generalization of Delzant's theorem: 
(6.4) Corollary Let G be a compact connected Lie group and let (PI, w l  , G ,  J1) and (P2 w2,  G,  J2) 
be two lli~rniltonian G-spaces with regular momenta. Let W be any Weyl chamber in g* and let 
T c G be the associated ma.xirnal torus (i.e. T E G,,, where po E W is arbitrary). rT'hen if: 
a. 1'1 and P2 are compact 
b. T acts faithfully on (J1)-'(w) and (J2)-'(w) 
c. dim PI = dim 1'2 = diniG + rank G 
then the G-spaces are equivalent 
(6.5) Remark Condition (6.4b) is just the requirement that in the lower dimensional T-spaces 
associated with (Pl ,wl .  G,  J1) and (P2, ~ 2 ,  G  J2), the action of T be faithful. 
Proof With no loss of generality. take W to be the Weyl chamber in g* containing p o ,  and write 
Fl r ( J ' ) - ~ ( W )  = j7,l(p0) and F2 E (J2)-'(w) = T~T,' where nl : Pl + O and j72 : P2 -+ O 
are the syrrlplectic fibrations onto the co-adjoint orbit 0 G . p o  The maximal torus T E G,, acts 
on Fl and F2, which are Harniltonian T-spaces. One can argue that Fl and F 2  are compact using 
(6.4a) and (4.6). The momentum maps JF1 : Fl -+ t;) and JF2 : F2 + t; are given by JFz (z )  z 
J ( x ) J g .  By (6.4d), J ~ ~ ( F ~ )  = J ~ ~ ( F ~ ) .  We have dim F, = dim P, -dim O = dim P, -dim G+rank C: 
Applying (6.4c), we obtain dirri F', = 2rank C = 2 dimT. By (6.4b) the action of T on Fl and F2 
is faithful. Whence the conditions of Delzant's theorern are met and the T-spaces associated with 
the G-spaces (PI. wll G I  J1) and (P2, w2, G, J 2 )  are equivalent. By (6.1) the G-spaces themselves 
are equivalent. 
7 Symplectic reduction and integrability 
Symplectzc reductzon zn G-spaces wzth regular momenta 
A group action (x, g) Qq(2) : X x G -+ G is free if G, = {g E G I Qg(x) = x} is trivia1 for all 
X E 1. In the case that G acts freely, the reduction in dimensior-1 of a I-Iamiltonian system with 
symmetry is provided by Marsden- lveznstezn reductzon: 
(7.1) Theorem (Marsden and Weinstein (1974), Meyer (1973)) 
Let (P, G. G,  J) be a llamiltonian G-space and assume G acts freely and properlj~. Then for any p E 
J(P), J-'(p) is a submanifold of P and P, r J-'(p)/G, admits the structure of a smooth manifold, 
with respect to which the natural projection y, : J- ' (p)  + P, is a surjective submersion. There is 
a unique syrnplectic form wlL on P, with the property that yiw, = i;w, where ip : J- '(p) t P is 
the inclusion. 
(7.2) Remark The symplectic manifolds P, are called the reduced spaces. Of course the action is 
automatically proper when G is compact. 
The following result connects the reduced spaces of a G-space with regular momenta with the 
reduced spaces of its associated Itarviiltonian T-space. 
(7.3) Lemma Let G be a coinpact and connected Lie group. Let (P, w ,  G, J) be a G-space with 
regular momenta with G acting freely, and choose any p E J(P) C g&. Let W denote the 
Weyl chamber through p and construct the Hamiltonian T-space (F, w ~ ,  T  J ~ )  associated with 
(P, w, G ,  J )  as described in (4.13). Let p denote the imageofp under the natural projection g* t t*. 
Then the reduced space J-'(p)/G, is precisely the reduced space ( J ~ ) - ' ( ~ ) / T ~  = ( J ~ ) - ' ( ~ ) / T .  
In other words, symplectic reduction in a G-space with regular momentagives the same reduced 
spaces as symplectic reduction in its associated Hamiltonian T-space. 
Proof Since p E W, G p  = T. It is clear that J- '(p) C F since F = 9-'(W) and p E W. Recall 
(see Sect. 3) that W is a connected component of &ng&,  so that for all x E F, J ( x )  E t r Ann tL. 
In particular, J ( x )  - p E Ann tL for all x E F. Denoting by i : g* -+ t* the natural projection, and 
putting p i (p) ,  we therefore obtain 
In other words, ~ - ' ( p )  = ( ~ ~ ) - ' ( p ) ,  SO that J-'(p)/G, = ( J F ) - ' ( p ) / ~ .  
Integrability 
If H is a G-invariant Hamiltonian, then there exists for each p in Theorem 7.1, a Hamiltonian 
H, : P, t R such that the Hamiltonian vector fields xH(J - ' ( p )  and Xwp are 7,-related. It can 
then be showri that if the integral curves of the vector field on P, are known, then the integral 
curves in J- '(p) c P can be reconstructed by simply solving lznear ordinary differential equations 
with time dependent coefficients (see Marsden (1992) for details and further references). In the 
context of symmetry one natural definition of 'integrability' is then that the reduced spaces are 
zero-dimensional. In a G-space with regular momenta (G acting freely), all the reduced spaces have 
the dimension dim P - dim G - rank G. Whence: 
(7.4) Definition Suppose that (P, w ,  G,  J) is a G-space with regular rrioinenta and that G acts 
freely. We call this space inteyruble if dim P = dimG + rank G. Furthermore if H : P -+ IR is 
G-invariant we refer to  (P, w, G ,  3,  H )  as an zntegrable G-system. 
By virtue of (7.3), integrability of a G-space with regular momenta is irnnlediately equivalent to 
integrability of the associat,e<l 1-Iainiltonian T-space, i.e. iit each fibre of .ir : P -+ O (which is 
also an invariant inanifold for the flow generated by any G-invariant Hamiltonian). Although it is 
possible (locally) to transform the 'non-commutative' integrability of P into 'commutative' (Arnold- 
Liouville) type integrability of P (Mishchenko and Foinenko, 1978), this process is unnatural in the 
sense that it rather axbitrarily glues together tire lower dimensional tori arising frorri the (cominnta- 
tive) integrability in each fibre of .ir (these tori are thc orbits in P of the canonical T-action described 
in Sect. 5), t o  form Liouville tori (tori of half the diinension of P j .  A inore natural procedure is to 
a.bandon the classical 'action-angle' normal forrn in favor of non-Abelian generalizations. This will 
be described in Sect. 8 in tlie context of G-spaces with regular momenta. 
Dual  pairs 
Recall that in Sect. 5 we constructed a natural T-action on P and its associated rnoinentum map 
j : P + tg, for any G-space with regular momenta (G cornpact and connected). In the special 
case that G acts freely and (P, w ,  G ,  J )  is integrable this map has a special interpretation. In the 
J language of Weinstein (1983), the mapsgB' t P 4 t; form a dual paw.  N7e leave the verification 
of this fact to  the interested reader. The existence of this dual pair is not unrelatcd to  the previous 
dlscusslon of integrability: for the  connect?^^! between dual pairs arid the Mtshchenko-Fomenko 
theory, refer t o  hdams and Ratiu (1988). In the next section we wlll see what this dual pair looks 
like when we put the G-space into 'normal form'. 
8 The non-Abelian generalization of action-angle coordinates 
When one performs the classical construction of a.ction-angle coordinates for an integrable Hamil- 
tonian system (see e.g. Duisterrnaat (1980)) one is showing that the phase space (or an open subset) 
is symplectomorphic to  an open subset of 'ITn x iRn, equipped with the canonical syrriplectic structure 
Cy,l dqj q l ,  . . . , q n ,  PI,  . . . , pn dertote the standard coordinates on T n  x Wn.  Furthermore one 
shows that the Hamiltonian function depends only on the Xn part: H ( y ,  p) = H (p) . If we replace 
T n  by a general compact connected Lie group G, then a natural generalization of T n  x Rn turns 
out to be G x tg, where tg is any one of the open subsets o f t*  corresponding to a Weyl charnber in 
g* (see Sect. 3) and t C g is a maximal Abelian subalgebra. The natural symplectic structure for 
this space coines from realizing it as the Hamiltonian T-space associated with T*G,  after making 
T"G a G-space with regular momenta by removing the 'irregular' points. We outline this first. We 
include a formula for the Poisson brackct on G x t;, which is relevant in generailzing the method 
of Lie-transforms in perturbation theory (Blaom. 1997). Secondly we show that (at least locally) 
any integrable G-space with regular momenta is equivalent to an open subset G x li of G x t; arid 
we reduce the construction of the equivalence to the corlstruction of an equivalence between the 
associated lower dimensional T-space, and an open subset of T x t" T n  x Bn. We may interpret 
the latter as the construction of conventional action-angle coordinates. Since the construction will 
be G-eynivariant, a G-invariant Hanliltonian beconics a function depending only on the t; part: 
H (9, p)  = H ( p ) ,  (y ,  p) E G x t;. Furtherrr~ore, if the action-angle coordinates can be constructed 
globally in the T-space then the G-space equivalence also applies globally. 
T h e  non-Abelzan model  space (normal  f o r m )  
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and put P = T*G; P has the natural symplectic structure 
provided by w = -dO, where O is the canonical one-form on P defined by 
(0. C) = (TT* G (0, T T ~ '  . C) . 
The maps TT*G : T(T*G) -+ T*G and rct; : T*G + G denote the canonical projections. Let G act 
on itself according to: 
9 . h ~  R , - l ( h ) ~ h g - l  , ~ E G  . 
Let G act on P by the cotangent lifted action: 
where the (covariant) cotangent lift T,4 : T'G t T*G of a diffeomorphisnl 4 : G t G is defined 
by 
(T,+ . p, u) = (p, T4-l . U )  , VU E TgG; g -- r&(p) . 
An equivariant morriei~tum map J : P t g" is provided by 
where g r$(x) and L,(h) z gtl. The momentum n ~ a p  is surjective. We replace P by J-l(g:,g), 
so that (P, w ,  G,  J )  is a G-space with regular momenta. Apply (3.22) and (4.12). Then, identifying 
T;"dG with g*,  we have .ii(T,Lg-l . p )  = 7r0(p), SO that 
T-'(Po) = {T*Lg . p I g E G and p E W} 
is a representative fibre in the fibering of P by mutually equivalent T-spaces. We next construct a 
diffeomorphism 4 : G x t; t T - ~ ( / L ~ )  and see what symplectJic structure we pull back from 7r-'(,uo), 
which by (4.12) is a symplectic submanifold of P. Let i : f t t* denote the natural isomorphism 
(see (3.22)a). Define the diffeomorphism 4 : G x t: t ~ - l ( p ~ )  by 
We write N z G x t; ('N' stands for 'normal form'). For all (J, r) E g x t* define the vector field (t, r ) ~  on G x t; by 
Note that ([, r) ++ ((, ~ ) ~ ( g , p )  : g x t* t T(g,plN is an isoinorphism at every (g,p)  E N .  One 
verifies that1' 
One computes 
where u : g -+ t is the  projection onto t along [t, g]. Frorn this we compute 
Applying the well-known formula 
with ,!3 = 4*O, we obtain from (8.2) ,(8.3) and (8.4) 
4*~( (<1:  T ~ ) N  (s, P), ((2, T Z ) P J ( ~ ~  P)) = ( ~ 2 ,  ~ ( ( 1 ) )  - (TI,  la)) + (p, a[&, (a]) . 
Notice that we have realized G x t; as a T-space, but that G also acts naturally on G x tg, 
according to g' . (g, p) E (g'g, p). In fact this action is Hamiltonian; an associated momentum map 
J~ : G x tg -+ g* is provided by J ~ ( . ~ , P )  5 g . iC1(P). To show this note that 4*w = -@*O 
and that the Lie derivative of 4*O with respect to any infinitessimal generator of the G-action 
vanishes. It follows from Cartan's 'magic formula' that we may take J? = (n; J 4*@, where JN is 
the infinitessimal generator corresponding to ( E g. Equation (8.3) gives the claimed result. 
We have proven: 
''We identify the Lie algebra of a Lie group with the left invariant vector fields, equipped with Jacobi-Lie bracket; 
our sign convention for the latter is the same as Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu (1988, Jj4.2.20). 
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Figure 1: The dual pair for the normal form of an integrable G-space with regular momenta 
(8.5) Proposition Let G be a compact connected Lie group, W a Weyl chamber in g* and T the 
associated maximal torus of G (i.e. T E G, where w is any point in W). Denote by t: the (open 
and connected) image of W under the natural projection g* + t', and let i : t -+ t* denote the 
natural isomorphism (see (3.11~)). Write N E G x t; and for each (I, r) E g x t* let (2, T ) ~  be the 
vector field on N defined in (8.1) above. This gives an identification of each tangent space TiS, ,]N 
with g x t'. Then 1V admits a natural syrnplectic structure defined by w1\r = -dON, where 
and u : g + t is the projection along t' r [t, g] . In fact we have 
where W P  is the skew-symmetric bi-linear form on g x t" defined by 
wP 1 1 )  ( 2  2 )  1 - (TI, "(2) + (p, b[Il, :2]) 
The action of G on N defined by g' . (g, p) ( g ' ~ ,  p) admits an equivariant rrromentum map 
J N  : N -+ g* defined by 
. ~ ~ ( ~ , p )  E g . iC1(p) = iP1(p) . 
The proposition states that G x t; is a Hamiltonian G-space. One immediately verifies thal the 
space is in fact an integrable G-space with regular momenta, in the sense of (7.4). Applying the 
construction of Sect. 5 we obtain a m a p j N  : G x t; -+ t;, which turns out to  be Just the projection 
3 &- . N 
onto the second factor: j"-(g,p) = p. The maps g& t-- N & t; form a, (full) dual pair (see Sect. 
7 and Fig. 1). We have 'duality' because the T-orbit,s are the fibres of J" (the monientum inap of 
the G-action) while the G-orbits are the fibres of j" (the riioiiientuiii Tilap of the T-action). 
The Pozsson bracket on G x tz 
For any smooth function f : G x t; + I2 define the vector-valued functions df : G x tT, -+ g* and 
a g  
d f : G x t ; + t b y  a p  
Let X: denote the Hamiltonian vector field on N GxtT, corresponding to Hamiltonian f : 1' + W, 
i.e. X: J W N  = df. 
(8.6) Lemma ~ ? ( g ,  P) = (I, . r ) ~ ( g ,  P), where 
A, E A, o (id - u*)  
and where (T* : g" + is the projection along tl, i.e. (cr*p, () = (p,  g(), p E gw and < E g. 
Recall that A, : ti + ti is the isomorphisln defined in (3.24). It is defined for all p E tg but 'blows 
up' as p approaches the boundary of t: (the chamber 'walls'). The linear map hp maps g* onto 
ti C g. The proof of (8.6) is a routine calculation we have relegated t o  Appendix A. 
The Poisson bracket on N r G x t; is defined by { f ,  hIN r Xj A X h  J wp~. 
(8.7) Corollary (The bracket on G x t:) Dropping the '(g, p) '  argument from ' g ( g ,  p) ', etc: 
where A, : g* -+ g is the map defined above. 
The proof of the corollary follows easily from (8.6), and is left t o  the reader. 
The Abelian case 
Here we review the case of a Hamiltonian toral action. In particular, we clarify what we mean by 
constructing action-angle coordinates in the context of T-spaces, T being an n-torus. 
Let T be an n-torus and suppose that G = T so that i V  = T x t". The symplectic and 
I'oisson structures described in the preceding paragraphs are just the canonical oncs (note that 
we can identify T x t* with Tn x IRn). Of course the momentum map for this space is just the 
natural projection T x t* -+ t". Recall that that two G-spaces ( P l ,  w l ,  G ,  J1) and (P2.32. G, J2) 
are equzualent if there exists a G-equivariant symplectic diffeomorphism 4 : PI -+ P 2  such that 
J2 o 4 = J1.  We say that the G-systems (IJ1, wl, G,  J1, HI )  and ( P 2 ,  w2, G.  J2, Ha)  are equivalent if 
HZ  o 4 = H1 is also true. Note that equivalent spaces/systems necessarily have identical momentum 
map images: J1(P1) = J ~ P ~ ) .  
(8.8) Definition \Ve say that a T-space (17, u p ,  T,  JE) adrnzts global actzon-angle coordrnates if 
.JF(F) c t" is open and the space is equivalent to T x JF(8'). 
Let (F, wF, T,  JF) be a Hamiltonian T-space and assume that T acts freely. Then JE is a 
submersion and, in particular, U = J ~ ( F )  is open. Recall (see (7.4)) that this space is zntegrable if 
dim F = 2 dim P. We now address tlie problem of constructing global action-angle coordinates for 
such a space. Duistermaat (1980) has studied a related problem in the case of a Lagrangian fibration 
whose fibres are compact and connected. Now the momentum map Jr : F -+ U is a surjective 
submersion, and the connected components of a fibre (JF)- '(p) turn out to  be Lagrangian tori. 
But unfortunately we cannot assume a priori that ( 3 ~ ) - l ( p )  is connected or compact, or that 
JF : F t U is fibrating (i.e. a (locally trivial) fibre bundle). This kind of problem also occurs 
in trying to  prove 'convexity theorems' for non-compact spaces (see e.g. FIilgert, Neeb and Plank 
(1994)"). On the other hand the situation is simpler than that considered by Duistermaat (1980) 
in the sense that we already have global actzons; these are just appropriate components of the 
momentum map. 
(8.9) Proposition Let (F, w ~ ,  T  J F )  be a Hamiltonian T-space in which T acts freely, and assume 
that the space is integrable. Then the space admits global action-angle coordinates the following 
conditions hold: 
a. The fibres of JF : F t J ~ ( F )  are connected 
b. J~ : F + J F ( ~ )  admits a Lagrangian section12 s : JF(F') t F 
"Note that  these results do not apply immediately here since we cannot assume that  JF  is proper as a map into 
t*. Indeed examples of spaces satisfying the conditions of (8.9) can be constructed such that  J ~ ( F )  is non-convex. 
12By section we mean a smooth map  s : J ~ ( F )  -+ F that satisfies J~ o s = id. By Lagrangian we mean that  
s*wF = 0 and that d i m s ( J F ( ~ ) )  = dim P/2. 
Proof of + (8.9a) is obvious. (8.9b) follows since the map p +-+ (0,p) : t' t T x t* is a Lagrangian 
section for any 0 E T .  
Proof of -+ Let U = JF(F). Since T acts freely JF : F + U is a surjective subinersion. By the 
pre-image theorerrr its fibres are submanifblcls of F of dimension dim F - dimT. Since the space is 
integrable this dimension is d imT.  Using the momentum map equivariance we then conclride that 
the connected component of a fibre is a T-orbit. It follows from (8.9a) that each fibre is a single 
T-orbit. In other words U 2 17/T and JF : F -+ CT Z F/T is just the natural projectictri. Therefore 
the map q5 : T x U -+ F defined by q5(O,p) r 0 . s is a diffeomorphism (remember T acts freely). 
Appealing to  (4 .16~)  and the fact that s : U t F is Lagrangian, one easily verifit:~ that 4 is in fact 
a symplectomorphism. The details are left to the reader (but see also the proof of (8.12) below). 
Of course 4 is clearly T-equivariant and (J o 4) ( t ,  p) = p. Therefore q5 defines an equivalence. 
If in addition to  condition (8.9a) one already knows that J ~ '  : F -+ JF(F) is fibrating, then topo- 
logical obstructions to the construction of a Lagrangian section can be characterized by algebraic 
invariants of the fibration (Duistermaat, 1980). Xote also that if the symplectic form w~ is exact 
then an arbitrary section can always be modified to obtain a Lagrangian section. The relevant de- 
tails are recalled in Appendix B. Although (8.9) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for global 
action-angle coordinates, the following st,rortger sufficient conditions may be more readily verified 
in examples. 
(8.10) Proposition Let (F, wp, T, JF) be a T-space in which T acts freely. Suppose that the space 
is integrable and that F is connected. Then if furthermore, 
a. gF : F t JF(F) is proper 
b. JF(F) c t* is (~moothl~v) contractible 
then the '7-space admits global action-angle coordinates. 
We have stated (8.10) mainly for the sake of completeness. A proof of (8.10) is sketched in Appendix 
A. 
(8.11) Remarks a. Assuming that all other hypotlicscs are true, one can always arrange for 
conditions (8.10a) and (8.10b) to  be satisfied by replacing F in (8.10) by an appropriate 
T-invariant open neighborhood V of an orbit. 
b. Suppose that (F, W F ,  'PI JF) is the T-space associated with a G-space (P, w, G I  J) with regrilar 
momenta. Then F is connected if P is connected, T acts freely if G acts freely, and the T-space 
is integrable if the G-space is integrable (in the sense of (7.4)). Furthermore J F ( ~ )  S j(P), 
where j : P + t" is the momentum map associated with the natural T-action or1 P constructed 
in Sect. 5. 
Putting an integrable non-Abelian G-space into normal form 
Here is the main result of this section. 
(8.12) Theorem Let G be a compact and connected Lie group. Let (PI w, G I  J ,  H) be a G-system 
with regular momenta, in which G acts freely and which is integrable in the sense of (7.4). Let 
7 i  : P t (3 be the fibering of P by mri tilally equivalent (integrable) Hamiltonian T-spaces described 
in (4.12) and let (P, i>w,T,  JF) be a representative fibre, as described in (4.13). Let t$ = i (W)  
(where W = T(F) is the associated Weyl chamber in g* and i : t -+ t* is the natural isomorphism; 
see (3.11c)). Assume that this T-space admits global action-angle coordinates in the sense of 
(8.81, and let s : U t F be an associated Lagrangian section of JF : F -+ U (see (8.9)), where 
U E JF(F') C t;. Define i : U -+ P by s = iF o s (iF : F -+ P denotes inclusion). Then the map 
q5 : C x U -+ P defined by 
$(yip) - g . S(P) 
is a G-equivariant symplectomorphisrn for which J 04  = J ' ~ ,  where N r G x U C G x tg is equipped 
with its natural G-space structure (see (8.5)). The pulled-back Harniltonian H o @ is of the forrr~ 
( H  o 4)(g,p)  = h,(p) for some h : U t R. 
In other words if the T-space associated with an integrable Hamiltonian G-system (P, w: G,  J ,  H )  
with regular momenta admits global action-angle coordinates, then the G-system is equivalent to 
the 'normal form' (G x U,WN, G,  JN,  h ) ,  with Hamiltonian of the forrn h(g,p) = h,(p). 
(8.13) Remarks a. In fact, the existence of the equivalence given in (8.12) can already be 
deduced from Theorem (6.1). The statement of (8.12) gives the construction of the equivalence 
explicitly and we will prove (8.12) directly below. 
b. The map .G : U -+ P is an isotropic section for j : P -+ U = j(p).  By zsotropzc we mean that 
s*w = 0. Indeed if the fibres of j : P t 1J are connected, then one rnay take 2 : U -+ P to be 
any  isotropic section of j and the claims of the theorem again follow. This fact will be obvious 
from the proof of (8.12). In particular, if one can find such a section it is not necessary to  first 
construct the G-space's associated T-space. In Example (9.6) we will construct the isotropic 
section directly. 
c. Assuming integrability, we can always arrange for the global action-angle coordinates to  apply 
by replacing P by an open subset G(V) - see Remark (8.11a). In other words, the r-tormal 
form always applies locally in the neighborhoocl of a G-orbit. 
Proof of (8.12) Let j : P -+ t, be the momentum rnap associated with the natural action of T 
on P described in Sect. 5. Note that T acts freely because G acts freely and that j(P) = U. 
Since G acts freely J : P -+ g* is a submersion (by (4.3)). It follows that j : P t U is a 
surjective submersion. Using the equivariance of J .  one can show that for any p E t,. j-'(p) = 
G(J- ' (PI (p) ) )  = G((J"')- '(~)).  By (8.9): (J")-'(P) is connected. Since G is connected, it follows 
that every fibre jP1(p) is connected. Each of these fibres is a submanifold of dimension dim G and a 
union of G-orbits ( j  is G-eyuivariant). By the corirtectedness each fibre is therefore a szngle G-orbit. 
In other words U S P I G  and j : P -+ U S P I G  is just the natural projection. The map j. : U -+ P 
is a section for j : P -+ U. It follows that the map 4 : G x C' -+ P defined in the statement of the 
theorem is a diffeomorphism (remember G acts freely). Since s : U -+ F is a Lagrangian section, 
s : U -+ P is an isotropic section, i.e. 2*w = 0. To verify that 4 is syrnplectic, it suffices to show 
that gj*w and w~ agree on pairs of tangent vectors of the following three forms: 
where (1, 1 2  E B, TI, T2 E t* and (g, p) E G x C7 are arbitrary. First we compute 
and 
CASE (a): Using (8.14): 
Now S t y )  E F ,  so J ( s ( p ) )  E W. In particular we can write J ( s ( p ) )  = ( x w  o  J ) ( . ? ( p ) ) ,  so that 
(8 .16)  becomes 
CASE (b):  Using (8 .14)  and ( 8 . 1 5 ) :  
d  
= ( d J g l 1 ,  ; i ; g s ( p + t T 2 ) (  t=O ) 
d 
= - J g t , ( g s ( p + t ~ 2 ) ) 1  dt t = o  
d  
= - ( ~ ( g  d t  s @ +  t r 2 ) ) , g  t l ) l  t = o  
- 
d  
- -(9 d t  - J ( ~ ( P  + t r ~ ) ) , g  < I ) /  t = o  
d  (8.1 7 )  = J d t  1 t = O  
Now s ( p + t r ~ )  E F ,  so J ( i ( p + t r z ) )  E W .  In particular we can write J ( s ( p + t r 2 ) )  = r w o J ( i ( p + t r 2 ) ) ,  
so that ( 8 . 1 7 )  becomes 
CASE (c): Write g  . z = @,(z), z E P. Using ( 8 . 1 5 ) ,  
d  d  4=-.((o, T ~ ) N ( ~ , P ) ,  ( 0 ,  h ) ~ ( g , ~ ) )  = s * @ g w ( d l ( ~ +  t ~ I ) l  t=O ( p f t 7 . z ) 1  d t  
t=O ) . 
But the action of G is symplectic, so @gw = w .  Therefore we have s"iDj;w = s X w  = 0 .  So we have 
The G-equivariance of 4 is obvious. Also, we have 
J ( 4 ( g ,  P I )  = J ( g  . ~ ( ~ 1 1  
= g  . J ( ~ ( P ) )  
= g . i - ' ( p )  , 
where i : t -+ t" is the natural isomorpl.lism. This proves that J  o  4 = J ~ .  
Normal forms 
1% now discuss two examples of normal forms for integrable G-spaces with regular momenta. We 
seek to give both a demonstration of the general theory as well as an indication of how one might 
describe these spaces in a form more convenient in applications (e.g. to  perturbation theory). Only 
the first example is described in detail. Later in this section we shall show that the first exarnple 
gives the normal form for a spherical pendulum free of external forces, while the second gives the 
normal form for the Euler-Poinsot rigid body. 
(9.1) Exarnple (The normal form for G = SO(3))  Consider the nornral form IV r G x t i ,  for an 
integrable G-space with regular momenta in the case that G = SO(3).  Make the identifications 
g E g* E R3 described in (3.17). Take po E e3. Let W be the Weyl chamber containing po and 
let O be the regular orbit through po. The co-adjoint action is given by g . p = yp, p E R3, so 
that O is the unit sphere S%nd W = ( (0 .0 , t )  I t E ( 0 , ~ ) )  Z (0, m )  (see (3.11b)). We have 
t Z Z span {e3} S R and tL E tL E span {el,  ez} Z R2,  where t r gp, The projections 
o : W3 t X and cr" : R 3  t R are given by o(<l ,  <a ,  &) = o" ( E l ,  $2, <3) = $3. The isomorphism 
i : R t I2 is just the identity, so that tT, E i (W)  = (0, oc). 
Let < e ( : W3 -+ so(3) denote the isomorphism defined by 
(so(3) denotes tire real skew-symmetric 3 x 3 matrices). Then the vector fields on N Z SO(3) x (0, m )  
defined in (8.1) can be written as 
The symplectic structure on SO(3) x (0, m )  given in (8.5) is w~ = - d @ ~ ,  where 
To obtain a more explicit formula for the Poisson bracket on N we need to compute the iso- 
morphism X p  : W 2  t W 2  (see (3.24)). First note that the infinitessimal co-adjoint action is given by 
- ad; ,u = $ x p.  One then easily computes 
The map Ap : IR3 t R3 (see (8.6)) is therefore given by 
Given our identifications we can write the derivative maps : N t R3 and : N t R3 as 
where 
The Poisson bracket on SO(3) x (0, oc) (see (8.7)) is now easily calculated as 
af a h  ah  af I af a h  a h  af {f, h j N  = -- - -- + -(--- - --) . 
as3 aP 893 a p  P 891 892 8.91 ag2 
Notice that the bracket 'blows up' as p t 0, i.e. as p approaches the boundary oft;  = (0, m )  
(9.2) Example (The normal form for G = SO(3) x S') Consicicr the rlormalform for an integrable 
C-space with regrrlar i-~lonlenta JV G x t; in the case that G = SO(:)) x S1. We inake the (by now 
obvlous) identifications p E p* E R3 x R1. Following the same procedurt as in the previous esanlple, 
we find that t: Z (0, GQ) x R c I2" i.e. t; is the (open) right hand half of the plane R! 'Thus 
M E SO(3) x S1 x ( 0 , ~ )  x R. IVe write a point (g,p)  E N = G x t: as (g,p)  = ((B.B), (pl ,pa))  
Defining 
we compute 
Note that the bracket -blows-up' as p~ -+ 0, i.e. as p = (pl ,pa)  approaches the boundary of 
tT, = ( 0 , ~ )  x R .  
The spherical pendulunz 
We now revisit the problem of the spherical pendulum described in the Introductiorl in the light of 
the general theory. 
(9.3) Example (The spherical pendulum without gravity) Consider a spherical pcndulum of mass 
M and length L. It is well-known that in the absence of external forces, this systern is described 
by the Hamiltonian G-system (Pi, w , G, J ,  If), where 
Pf = TS' E {(z ,  y) E R% x3 1 z . y = 0, / l z / /  = 1) 
Note that the symplectic form w is just the canonical form pulled back from T*S2 via the identifica- 
tion with TS2  induced by the standard metric on S 2 .  Note also that we are making the same identifi- 
cation g* E R3 we made in (3.17), and that / I . / /  denotes Euclidean distance. Since p& = g3\{0}, we 
make (Pi, w, G, J) a G-space with regular mornenta by replacing Pf by P G J - I  (p,,) = T+S2 C Pf, 
where T + S 2  denotes the tangent bundle of S G i t h  the zero section removed: 
T+ S" {(z,  y )  E TS' / y  # 0) . 
Notice that G acts freely on T + S 2  and that the space is integrable in the sense of (7.4). Let p ~ ,  
0 and W be chosen as in (9.1). Applying Proposition (3.22), we have the maps no : R3\{0) t S2 
and TW : R3\{0} -+ (0, ca) defined by no (p)  p/IIp// and T~ (p) = Ijp//. The syrnplectic fibration 
7r : T+S% SS" of Theorein (4.12) is given by n(x ,  y) = nO(J(x ,  y)) = y/IIyII. Before constructing a 
representative fibre let us coilstruct the fibre-preserving action by a maximal torus of G = SO(3). 
We have T E G,, = G,, = {eeS3/# E [0,27r)} (i.e. T is the rotations about the es-axis), which 
we identify with S1 E R/'LnZ. In the notation of Sect. 5, we have for each p E S2 the group 
isomorphism K, : S1 -+ Gp C SO(3) given by K,(Q) = gesG3g-l, where g E SO(3) is to  satisfy 
p = ges. Indeed it is easily verified that ~ ~ ( 8 )  = esb. It follows that the T-action on T+S2  is given 
by 
z x y  
8% (8, y) E (esbz, eeby) , where p E -
IIYII 
According to (5.2), an associated momentum map j : Tf S2 + IR is given by 
A representative fibre F z .ir-l(es) in the fiberirrg of T+S2 by mutually equivalent Hamiltonian 
T-spaces, is diffeomorphic to  S1 x (0, a). Indeed the reader may verify that 41 : S1 x (0, m )  -+ F 
defined by 
q51(Q, I) E (Reel,  IRee2) , where Re z eQG3 
is a diffeomorphism. To compute the symplectic structure pulled back by d l ,  let us begin by 
a denoting by & and the standard vector fields on S1 x (0, a) One then computes 4T8 = I 
and & 1 J;0 = 0. For example we have 
= IRee2 . Re(e3 x e l )  
= Ie2 . (e3 x e l )  = I . 
Since it follows that 4TO = IdO, the symplectic structure on S1 x ( 0 ,  m )  is J T w  = -@TO = d0AdI. 
The maximal torus T = G,, of SO(3) acts on F = 7r-l(e3) as a subgroup of SO(3). The action 
of T on S1 x (0, co) that rriakes the diffeoniorphism q5l : S1 x (0, m )  -+ F equivariant is given 
by 0' . (8, I) = (0 + Q', I) (we are identifying T with S1 E Rn/2nZn).  An associated equivariant 
momentum map for this action is just the coordinate function I .  The Hamiltonian pulled back by 
41 is given by 
1 
(4;H)(Q, I) = H(Reei ,  I K m )  = . 
We immediately recognize (S1 x (0, a), dQ d l ,  S1, I, &I') as the S1-system corresponding 
to a planar pendulum of mass M and length L (without gravity), with points corresponding to 
non-positive angular momentum removed. We have just constructed this system as the T-system 
corresponding to the G-system (P, w ,  C ,  J .  H )  describing the spherical pelrdulu~n (without gravity). 
We can therefore think of the spherical pendulum with 3D rotational symmetry as an S2-family of 
subsystems equivalent to  the corresponding planar pendulurn with 2D rotational symmetry. 
The above T-space obviously admits global action-angle coordinates in the sense of (8.8); an 
associated Lagrangian section s : (0, co) + F is given by s(I) r (el. Iez).  By Theorern (8.12) the G- 
space of the spherical pendulum (P, w, G ,  J) = (T+S2 ,  W ,  S 0 ( 3 ) ,  J) is equivalent to the normal form 
SO(3) x (0, co) described in detail in Example (9.1). The equivalence is given by the G-equivariant 
symplectomorphism 4 2  : SO(3) x (0, m )  i Tf S2 defined by &(g,p)  - g . s(p) = (Rse1,pReea). 
The pulled-back Harniltonian on SO(3) x (0, m) is given by glaH(g,p) = &p2. 
The Euler-Poinsot rigid body 
We next turn t o  the description of a rigid body as an SO(3)-space. 
(9.4) Exanlple (The Euler-Poinsot rigicl body and its associated 7'-syste~n.) Consider a rigid 
body fixed at but free to rotmate about a point O that is rrlotionless irr ari appropriate inertial frame 
of reference. Let I[, 1 2 ,  13 denote the body's principal moments of inertia about 0 .  In the absence 
of external mosnerits, it is well-known that this system is described by the following Harniltonian 
G-system ( P I ,  w ,  G, 3 1 ) :  
where p t-, ,G : R" -+ 50(3) is the isomorphism defined in (9.1). and thc Riemannian metric ((., .)) 
on SO(3) is defined by 
((Ra,  Rh)) = a . b = ( ( & R , ~ R ) )  , 
where a .  h r albl + ~ 2 b 2  +ashs. The syrnplectic form w defined above is just the canonical form on 
T*SO(3), which we have identified wit11 'rSO(3) usirig the metric ((., .)). 'Vo make the G-systern 
a G-system with regular mon~enta we replace P' = TSO(3) with P = J-l(g;feg) = J-1(R3\{0}) = 
7'+ SO(3) C P I ,  whcre 
i.e. T+S0(3 )  is just TSO(3) with its zero-section removed. Let po, O arid W be as in (9.1). The 
symplectic fibration 7r : T+S0(3 )  -+ S:! is given by 7r(nR) n/llnil. The fibres are diffeomorphic 
to SO(3) x ( 0 , ~ ) .  Consider for example F E r-l(e3); the map 43 : SO(3) x (0, oo) -+ F C 
TSO(3) defined by 43(g;p) 5 (pe3jAg-l is a diffeomorphism. But we have already seen in (9.1) 
that SO(3) x (0, oo) has a natural symplectic structure w ~ ,  and in (9.3) that S0 (3 )  x ( 0 , ~ )  is 
symplectomorphic to  T+S2, the phase space of the spherical pendulum (with points corresponding 
to zero angular rnomenturrl removed). Curiously, it turns out that with respect to this structure 4s 
is anto-symplectic, i.e. @;i>,w = - w ~ ,  where iF : F -+ Tf SO(3) denotes inclusion. (i"iie proof is 
left to the reader. It is easiest, to first show that gj$i>O = -ON.) It follows that F (and therefore 
every fibre of 7r : Tf SO(3) -+ S2)  is anti-symplectornorphic to T+S2.  The anti-sympIectomorphism 
is Oq : T+S2 -+ F where $q 3 d30$2-' (see (9.2) for the definition of 42). The dynamics in the fibre 
F is conjugate via Qj4 to dynamics on TSS2 if we take as the Hamiltonian on T+ S2 the function 
-4GH. We leave it to  the reader to verify that 
Finally, let us not forget that F is a T-space, where T r G,, E S1. The action of S1 on T+S"hat 
makes 4 q  equivariant turns out to be 
0 .  (2, y) r (e-8cz, e-OPy) , where p r b/llbll = x x y/jlyll . 
Notice incidentally that modulo the minus signs, this is the same S1 action on T+S2  we encountered 
in (9.3). One verifies that q5iH given by (9.5) is indeed S1-invariant. If we equip T+S2 with the 
negatzue of the standard symplectic structure (as defined in (9.3)), then 4q : T+ S2 -+ F is symplectzc 
(rather than anti-symplectic). With respect to this structure the momentum map J~ : T+S2 -+ R 
corresponding to the above S1-action is given by J~ (x, y) r 1 1  yll. 
To summarize, the I-iamiltonian T-system associated with (P, w ,  G,  J, H )  describing the rigid 
body is (T+S2,  w-. S1, J ~ ,  4 i H ) ,  where w- denotes the negative of the standard symplectic struc- 
ture on T+S2  c T S ~ ,  and &qH is the Hamiltonian given in (9.5). In this sense the rigid body is 
an S"faini1y of subsystems, each equiviilei~t to the spherical pendulum; the usual I-iamiltonian is 
substituted with the pectiliar one given in (9.5). Note that in the special case of' all moillents of 
inertia equal to I, this Hamiltonian is the standard one for a spherical pendulurt~ (without gravity) 
of moment of inertia I about the hinged point. It might be interesting to give a physical interpre- 
tation of this Harniltonian in the general case. 
The previous example gave a description of a rigid body as an SO(S)-space. Note that the 
Hamiltonian enjoyed a fixed SO(3)-symmetry, independent of the moments of inertia of the body. 
This symmetry is perhaps the most natural but it does not lead to an zntegrable Hamiltonian G- 
space. If we fix the Hamiltonian H ,  i.e. fix particular moments of inertia, then we can enlarge 
the symmetry group to SO(3) x R by generating an R-action using the flow of the corresponding 
fixed Hamiltonian vcctor field. Of corlrse H is invariant with respect to  this new action by energy 
conservation. Unfortunately the group SO(3) x R is not compact. While it is possible to  replace 
the SO(3) x R-action by an SO(3) x S1-action on an open subset of the phase space, such that H 
is SO(3) x S1-invariant, this 'compactification' procedure cannot be performed globally in general. 
In the special case that two moments of inertia are equal, this procedure can be applied to  an open 
dense subset of phase space. Furthermore the corresponding S1-action then has the interpretation 
of the syrrtrnetry of the body's inertial ellipsoid about one axis. One says that the SO(3)-action 
cofr.espot~ds to a spuizal symnletiy, while the SLaciion corresponds to a body symmetry. For 
simplicity we discuss only the axisymmetric case here but make the remark that one obtains (locally) 
the same G-space normal form in the general case. 
(9.6) Example (The axisymmetric Euler-Poinsot rigid body in normal form) Consider the Euler- 
Poinsot rigid body as described in the previous example. Assume tirat Il = I 2  = I. Define P', w 
and H as before and define G SO(3) x S1. Let an element g = (B; 0 )  of G act on P' according 
to 
(B ,  8) . ( R h )  5 BRmRo = ( B R R ~ ) ( R ~ r n ) "  
i.e. (B ,  8) . (nR) = B ~ R R s  = (Bn)"(BRRs) . 
Recall that Rs = esG3.  The Hamiltonian H is invariant with respect to  this action. Furthermore 
the action is Hamiltonian, an equivariant momentum map J : P' + R3 x R1 being given by 
J (Rriz) = (n,  ms) 
where n r Rm, 
and where we write rn = ( m l ,  m2, ms). So that C acts freely and the image of the momentum map 
is contained in gkg,  we replace P' by P C P' defined by 
i.e. we remove points in phase space corresponding to body angular momentum lying on the e3-axis. 
Note that g& = (R3\{0}) x 22, SO that J(P) C g&g isimmediately verified. The only difference 
between the G-system (P ,w,  G,  J ,  H )  and the system described in the previous example is that we 
are assuming I1 = 1 2 ,  that we have enlarged the symmetry group, and that we have removed more 
points from the phase space (although P c P' is still open and dense). 
Fix p~ =: (e3,O) E (R3\{0}) x R = g&. The co-adjoint orbit through po is 0 G S2 x (0) N S2 
and the chamber through po can be identified with W E t; (0, co) x R. The symplectic fibration 
n : P + S2 of (4.12) is given by .ir(nR) = n/lJnJl. Notice that this is the same as in (9.4). The 
nlomentum map j : P + (0, m) x R associated with the canonical T-action described in Sect. 5 is 
given by j (Rm) = (limll, m3). 
The space (P, w, G,  J) is integrable (in the sense of (7.4)). We now describe the construction of 
the integrable G-space normal form for (P, w ,  G, J). First we note that 
Figure 2: The image 6' of j : P -+ t* (shaded) for the axisymmetric Euler-Poinsot rigid body 
(see Fig. 2) ,  artd that the fibres of j are connecteci. It is not too difficult to  see that a section 
s : U i P for j : P + U is given by 
S(p1,pz) zs Rm 
where R = id3x3 
It is trivial to  check that s*0 = 0,  where O is the I-form defined in (9.4). It follows immediately that 
i is isotropic. According to (8.13h) we may apply Theorem (8 12) as follows. define d j  . G x U -+ P 
by 
where rr, , (0, dl,: - pz , 
Then 4 is a G-equivariant symplectic diffeomorphis~n from the normal form (G x U. w , ~ ,  G, J") (an 
open subset of the G-space described concretely in (9.2)), and the G-space (P, w ,  G, J). describing 
an axisymmetric (Il = I,) Euler-Poinsot rigid body. Furthermore we have J o 4 = JJ' and the 
Hainiltonian 4'13 pulled back to G x U is given by @*H(g.p) = h(p), where 
For the constrilction of classical action-angle coordinates for the axisymmetric rigid body, see 
e.g. Tantalo (1994) or HanBmann (1995). For the construction of Nekhoroshev's generalization of 
action-angle coordinates in the case of the rigid body see Fassb (1995a). 
A Proof details 
Proof of (8.6) Define ( E g arid r E t" as in the statenlent of the lemma. It suffices to  verify that 
( E ,  r ) , ~  A W N  = df, where urn is as defined in (8.5). We have for all z E g, y 6 t', g E G and p E tg 
We have used the fact (i-' (p), [g (g, p) ,  x]) = 0, which is true because i-'(p) E Ann [t, g] and 
g ( . % p )  6 t Applying (3.24). 
3 f a f  (i-'(P), [A,+(g,p),xl) = (X,'A,-(gl~)lz) 
d s  3s 
3f 
= ( ( i ( ~ - ~ ' ) - ( g , p ) , x )  8s 
3.f 
= (-(g,p), (id - c)x) , 39 
so that (A. 1) becomes 
Proof of (8.10) Put U E J F ( F ) .  Since T acts freely, the map JF : F t U is a surjective 
submersion. Since this map is also proper, it can be shown that J" : F t U is fibrating, i.e. it is 
a locally trivial fibre bundle (see e.g. Bates and ~ n i a t ~ c k i  (19921). We show that the fibres of JF 
rnust be connected. To do this construct a covering space Jr : U -+ U as follows: For each p E U 
let Q, denote the set of connected conlponents of (Jr)-'(p). and for each z t F let [z] denote the 
element of Q J ~ ( Z )  that contains z .  Define 0 r UpEUQp and J' : 0 t U by ~ " ( [ z ] )  r JF (z ) .  
Using the local triviality of JF : F t and the corinectedriess of P, it is not difficult to  show that 
@ admits the structure of a smooth connected manifold with respect to  which S F  : l? t U is a 
(smooth) covering map. The multiplicity (number of sheets) of this cover is the number of connected 
components in each fibre (JF)-'(p). But since U c t; is contractible, it is simply connected; from 
covering space theory it follows that jF : 0 t U is a diffeomorphism. The multiplicity of the cover 
is therefore one, proving that the fibres of . J ~  are connected. 
The next step is to  construct a section for JF : F t U. Equip the bundle JF : F t U with an 
Ehresmann connection (see e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu (1963)). This is always possible by giving 
F the structure of a (smooth) Riemannian manifold. That one can do so in the Cm category is a 
standard partition of unity argument. In the real-analytic category this follows from the Whitney- 
Morrey-Grauert Embedding Theorem (Grauert, 1952). Now U contracts to sorne point po 6 U. 
That is, we have a smooth map (p, t )  ++ ZCt(p) : U x 10.11 -+ U with I<o = c,, and Iil = idu, where 
c,, : U t U is the constant map c,,(p) r po. Fix any zo t (JF)-'(po) and define a smooth section 
s : U -+ F as follows: For any point p E U define a path 7 : [0, I ]  -+ U from po to p by y(t) E ICt(p). 
Use the connection to  lift y to  a path ;j : [0, 11 t F with ; j ( O )  = zo, and define s(p) r ;/(I). 
We now use the section s : U -+ F to show that the fibre bundle JF : F t U is globally trivial. 
By the integrability assumption, each fibre of the bundle is a submanifold of dimension d imT,  and a 
union of T orbits (JF is T-equivariant). By the connectedness proven above, each fibre is thercfore 
a szngle T-orbit. In other words U S F I T  and J~ : F t U S F I T  is just the natural projection. 
Since s is a smooth section. the map d : T x U -+ F defined by 4(7, p) E r . s(p) is a diffeomorphism 
(remember T acts freely). 
Since J~ : I.' t U is globally trivial and l f  is coi~t~ractible, F (smoot,hly) defornlatiori retracts 
onto some fibre TI. The fibres are just T-orbits, which are Lagrangian since T is Abelian (applying 
the forrrrula in (4 .16~)) .  Because of the deformation retraction, the inclusion i : TI -+ F induces 
an isoinorphisnt in de Rham cohomology. Since T' is Lagrangian i"wF = 0, implying that the 
cohomology class of LdF vanishes: i.e. LLIF is exact. .4pplying (B. 1) from Appendix B, we can modify 
s : U t F to obtain a. Lagrangian section S : U t F. Proposition (8.10) now follows from (8.9). 
i? 
B On constructing isotropic sections of j 
Here we recall how to modify an arbitrary section of an integrable T-space's momentum m;zp to 
obtain a Lagrangian section: 
(B.1) Proposition Let T be a tor~rs and let (P, w ,  T,  J) be a Hamiltonian T-space in which T acts 
free/-v. Assume the spa.ce is integrable in the sense that dim P = 2dim T .  Put  U E J ( P ) .  Assume 
that the syrr~ylectic form is exact: w = -do. Then if J : P t U admits a section s : U i P, then 
i t  adrnits a Lagrangian section 5 : U t P.  
In fact we will prove a more general result. Consider a flamiltonian G-space (P, w ,  G ,  J)  with regular 
momenta that is integrable in the sense of (7.4). i e ~  T C G be a maximal torus arrd let j . P t t' 
denote the momentum map of the canonical action of ?' on P described in section Sect. 5. We 
show how to modify an arbitrary section of j to obtain an isotropic section: 
(B.2) Propositio~l For the space described above, write U E j ( P ) .  Assume that the symplectic 
form is exact: LLI = -do. Then i f j  : P i li admits a section s : U -+ P ,  then it  adn~i t s  an isotropic 
sectic~n S : U -+ P .  
It is clear that we recover Proposition (N. 1) by consictering the case (; = T, since this implies j = J .  
The following proof of (B.2) is based on Sect. 44 of Guillernin and Sternberg (1984b). All we have 
done here is translate their proof into the language of integrable G-spaces and generalize to  the 
non-Abelian case. 
Proof Because we assume that J is eqrtivariant, so is j. From this and integrability it follows that 
each fibre of j : P t U is a submanifold whose connected components are G-orbits. Let a be a 
one-form on I / .  Then with each p E U C t:, a associates a Lie algebra element &(p)  E t defined by 
for all v E TpU t". We may then associate with the one-form a a vector field X" on P, defined 
by 
X " ( X )  = (&(.i(x)) )?(x) , 
where (&(j(r)))$ is the infinit,essimal gcmerator associated with &(.j(x)) E t of the canonical T- 
action (see Sect. 5). Note in particular that 
The vector field X" is tangent to the orbits of the canonical T-action. Therefore it is tangent to  
the G-orbits and consequently to  the fibres of j : P -+ U. A connected component of any such 
fibre is a G-orbit and is therefore compact. It follows that we have a well-defined flow associated 
with X", which we denote by ( x , t )  ++ aa t (x)  : P x (-a, 00)i P .  The 'time-one map' cwl is a 
diffeomorphism of Y preserving the fibres of j : P t U. In general a1 is not symplectic. The idea 
is to  define i r a1 o s  and see if a  call be chosen such tliat S"w = 0. We have 
1 
= S*U + S' 1 (a;  ( X "  J d ~ )  + a ; d ( X Y  J w))dt  
1 
= s-w + 1 d ( s T a ;  ( X "  A u ) ) d t  
For any u  E T p U  S t' we have 
(s* a; ( X "  A w ) ,  U )  = ( X "  J W ,  T ( a t  0 S )  . U )  
= ( d ~ ' ~ ( ~ ) , T ( c t t o ~ ) . u )  b y ( B . 3 )  
Therefore s* a,f ( X "  A w )  = a.  llsiiig t,his in (B.4)  gives 
Choosing a  = s*O gives S*w = 0 as required. 
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is to define 5 a1 o s and see if cr can be chosen such that 5*w = 0. We have 
For any u E T p U  2 t* we have 
(s* a; (X" J w ) ,  u)  = (X" J W ,  T(at o s) . u) 
= (djq,), T(nt 0 5) . u )  by 03.3) 
Therefore s*cr;(Xa _] w) = a .  Using this in (B.4) gives 
Choosing cu = s*O gives s'w = 0 as required. 
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